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Abstract 
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carrying a mobile device, however, can have a negative effect on mobile human–computer 
interaction (HCI). Understanding the negative effects of mobility is important because 
potential exists for overcoming them via good interface design. Previous work has shown that 
mobility decreases input performance with a mobile interface. However, the causes of declines 
in performance often remain unclear and, with them, possible avenues for compensation. I 
argue that systematic variation of physical constraints emerging from mobile conditions in 
controlled experiments can reveal considerable effects of mobility on mobile input. Among 
these physical constraints are competing allocations of hand function, body movement, and 
various sensory modalities. 
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walking speed are varied systematically, for modeling of their effects on mobile input. The 
other two vary the presence of external objects and sensory feedback. 

The findings highlight the constraints' negative effect on manual input performance. 
However, all of the studies also reveal unaffected sensory or motor resources of the user. Across 
the four studies, the following findings were made. First, a model for the functional area of the 
thumb predicts the reachable interface elements on a mobile touchscreen as a function of grip, 
hand size, and screen size. Secondly, a function describing the tradeoff between walking speed 
and input performance demonstrates that while walking hampers input performance, users can 
adjust to an optimal walking speed for mobile interaction. Thirdly, interface design is shown to 
significantly affect input performance when the user simultaneously manipulates external 
objects or when sensory feedback is limited.  

This work calls for mobile HCI research to consider the operationalization of mobile 
conditions in controlled experiments that can extend knowledge of the effects of mobility on 
interaction. It also invites exploitation of the empirical results and the proposed methods and 
models in practice for interface evaluation and design. 
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1. Introduction

Mobile devices are intended to be usable alongside our day-to-day activi-

ties, providing an interface for various tasks, ranging from casual com-

munication and work duties to sports and entertainment. The usage

of mobile devices has expanded from phone calls and SMS use to using

Internet-based and numerous other applications. Globally, there are four

billion mobile phones in use, 3.05 billion of which can be used for text

messaging and 1.08 billion being so-called smartphones1. Mobile Internet

usage is expected to overtake desktop Internet usage before the year is

out1. In addition to increasing the number of tasks we perform with mo-

bile interfaces, we are spending more time with them. Americans already

spend 2.7 hours per day socializing via their mobile devices1. Despite

the increasing number of tasks and activities performed with mobile de-

vices, the means for input remain largely the same. We use speech and

our hands to input information to the device, and we see, hear, and feel

feedback from our actions.

Recent development to mobile interfaces can increase their input capac-

ity by offering the user new means of input. The physical keypads of the

mobile phones common in the 1990s offered very limited functionality for

input. These physical buttons allow one dimensional input, and the inter-

face is restricted to the number of the buttons. However, the emergence of

touchscreens over the last decade rapidly introduced various other ways

to enter, for instance, text, such as tapping and swiping. Even integrating

fairly basic sensors for input, such as an accelerometer and gyroscope, into

mobile devices can extend the input space from one-dimensional button-

presses and two-dimensional touchscreen gestures to three-dimensional

mid-air motions. In addition to the input interfaces, mobile devices are

1See http://www.smartinsights.com/mobile-marketing/mobile-marketing-
analytics/mobile-marketing-statistics/ (most recently accessed on June 3,
2014).
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Introduction

less and less dependent on the limitations of current hardware. Where

touchscreens have allowed change through various interface element lay-

outs, soon new hardware will allow changes in the form factor of the whole

device, with one example being flexible screens, fitting the user’s hand

better in various circumstances.

Most of the input to mobile interfaces is still performed with the hands,

and for good reason. The impressive dexterity of our hands allows us to

interact with our environment by creating and manipulating tools and ob-

jects; communicating with each other through gestures and writing; and,

as a creative instrument, by dancing, drawing, and playing music. The

motor skills of the user’s hand determine how well input can be performed

with a given interface, whether that interface be a pen, piano, or computer

keyboard. The interface determines the input space, and the motor skills

available to the user determine the input capacity therein. Novel means

for input and better interface design can allow more effective utilization

of users’ manual resources and greater capacity for mobile input.

Mobile conditions, however, constrain the available resources, thus af-

fecting input performance. Unlike in two-way desktop interaction, in mo-

bile use resources are allocated also to interactions with the environment.

Accordingly, the environment can constrain the resources the user can ap-

ply for input. “Two-way interaction” refers to interaction between the user

and the computer in a static or “fixed” context (Johnson, 1998) where the

user can allocate more resources to interaction with the computer, while

multi-way interaction, including the environment, is found in the realm of

mobile interaction. Oulasvirta (2012) calls for gauging the environment

as a part of the “human–computer–environment interaction” in mobile

human–computer interaction (HCI) and suggests examining the environ-

ment in terms of the various human capacities to interact therein. Several

HCI researchers (e.g., Dunlop and Brewster, 2002; Hornbæk, 2013; Kjeld-

skov and Graham, 2003; Oulasvirta, 2012) consider capturing the context

in mobile HCI studies a major challenge, albeit essential for mobile HCI

research. Barnard et al. (2007) discuss context as a set of conditions or

user states that affect the interaction with a mobile device. Many condi-

tions constraining availability of the user’s resources for interaction have

been addressed in mobile HCI research. Mobility itself, or movement such

as walking, is considered one of the most important contextual factors af-

fecting mobile interaction (Barnard et al., 2007; Bristow et al., 2004; Dun-

lop and Brewster, 2002). In addition to mobility, Barnard and colleagues

12



Introduction

mention noise and lighting as important contextual factors, the latter (see

also Bristow et al. (2004)) because mobile interfaces often rely heavily on

visual feedback.

User strategies influence which interactions, or tasks, we attend to in

mobile conditions. Kristoffersen and Ljungberg (1999) describe the differ-

ence between desktop and mobile interaction as being that the tasks in

the former are “inside” the computer while in mobile interaction the main

tasks are “outside” the computer. The authors compare desktop and mo-

bile interactions in four respects. First, the task in a desktop environment

might be manipulation of a spreadsheet, but in mobile interaction it might

mean deploying physical equipment. Secondly, the mobile user often allo-

cates the hands to manipulation of various physical objects, such as tools,

while an office worker can place the hands on a keyboard. Thirdly, a

mobile user might need to assign visual attention to tasks in the envi-

ronment, while a desktop user can engage more fully with the computer

screen. Finally, mobile users may perform dynamic movement, while the

desktop user stays in a single location. Barnard et al. (2007) take the issue

of the tasks further, suggesting that it is essential to consider the mobile

use context because, in relation to the multitudinous other tasks in mo-

bile interactions, the interaction with the mobile interface is secondary.

This thesis does not state a position on the relative importance of these

interactions, but I believe the interfaces whose use can be simultaneous

with other interactions in mobile contexts are used more. Ultimately, the

purpose of mobile interfaces is to enable interaction while the user is on

the move; otherwise, the interface is only portable.

Mobility affects mobile input because tradeoffs must be made in the

user’s resources. Daily activities such as walking, handling a wallet, vi-

sually paying attention to the environment, and even simply carrying the

mobile device impose constraints on hand function and can have a neg-

ative effect on input. Interface design has shown ability to compensate

partially for these effects by freeing some of the user’s resources to be al-

located to interaction with the environment, but more knowledge of the

effects of mobility is needed to inform interface design as to possible

avenues for improvement.

13



Introduction

1.1 Mobility As a Constraint to the User’s Input Resources

A fundamental feature of mobility is that there is competition for the re-

sources of the user between interactions with the interface and with the

environment. Holding the device, manipulating external objects, walk-

ing, and allocating sensory modalities such as vision to the environment

are among the “dual tasks” that compete for the user resources that are

needed for interacting with the mobile device and for other use.

Multitasking is subject to extensive study in the cognitive sciences. The

multiple resource theory of Wickens (2002) treats the human information-

processing system as a pool of resources. This theory enables predicting

dual-task interference on the basis of stages (cognitive vs. response), sen-

sory modalities (auditory vs. visual), codes (visual vs. spatial), and chan-

nels (focal vs. ambient). In the case of sensory modalities, for instance,

it is easier to divide one’s attention between simultaneous visual and au-

ditory signals (e.g., look at paintings while listening to the radio) than to

perceive two auditory ones (e.g., listen to two distinct songs). If the tasks

place a load on the same resource from the pool, they must be processed

sequentially. Another widely used model for multitasking too, the ACT-R

model (Salvucci, 2005), takes a temporal approach to the issue, predicting

how subtasks are interleaved in multitasking.

Although such cognitive models provide a rich description of multitask-

ing, they would be difficult to apply in study of the effects of mobility

on input with mobile interfaces, for two reasons. First, several interfaces

may seem very similar from the perspective of these models. For example,

text-input interfaces are often keyboards used with the hands. Cognitive

models generally would treat the hands as a manual resource and the

text input as a task. Yet very different physical resources of the user’s

hands are needed to input text with a capacitive touchscreen, resistive

touchscreen, physical QWERTY keyboard, and physical 12-key alphabetic

keyboard, or between a stylus, index finger, or thumb. For an interface de-

signer, the issue is not whether to build a text-input interface but what

kind of text-input interface to create. Therefore, comparing input requires

empirical user studies that assess differences in input performance be-

tween seemingly similar interfaces with only small differences in design.

Secondly, mobile interfaces are intended to be interacted with while one

is on the move. Mobile conditions can vary dramatically in their atten-

tional demands. For example, crossing a busy street requires almost con-
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stant attention, while a user walking on a quiet pedestrian street can at-

tend more to the mobile device. At the same time, the physical demands

for the user’s resources in these walking tasks are of a very similar na-

ture. Allowing interaction with a mobile interface and with the environ-

ment sequentially in a user experiment would inform us about the user’s

multitasking strategy and input performance as a single task. However,

such a setting would not allow studying the effects of simultaneous mobil-

ity on input. Therefore, the mobile condition needs to be controlled if one

is to measure its effects on input.

These two examples also show how very different the physical demands

an interface places on the user’s resources can be even while the task

carried out remains the same (e.g., text input). Moreover, the physical

constraints emerging from the same mobility task can be exactly the same

(e.g., body movement due to walking) while attentional demands differ.

Studying the effects of physical constraints on mobile input can reveal

why seemingly similar interfaces perform differently on account of the

associated physical demands.

There is a long history in HCI studies of treating input from physical

perspectives. Input devices in HCI are described in terms of their physical

properties – for example, whether they sense the force or position of the

user’s hand movement (Buxton, 1983; Card et al., 1990, 1991). Moreover,

the movement that the user performs with the hand for input is physi-

cal. Studies of the physical functioning of the hand that are relevant for

HCI, such as works on motor control, pre-date the emergence of desktop

computers. Studies of typing, for instance, go back nearly to the advent of

typewriters, and modeling the motor control of the hands for input has its

roots in information theory (Fitts, 1954).

Mobile HCI research, however, rarely addresses the physical features of

mobile conditions by isolating and varying these elements in experiments

to assess the effects of mobility on input. Although physical constraints

have been shown to affect input negatively in certain local conditions,

the related research has focused more on users’ strategies for division of

their resources between/among tasks or on the effects of mobile input on

mobility. This thesis contributes to mobile HCI research by examining

the effects of four causes of physical constraints in mobility: 1)

gripping of the device, 2) walking, 3) manipulation of external objects,

and 4) sensory feedback.
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1.2 The Scope of the Thesis: Manual Mobile Input

This thesis examines the effects of mobility on manual mobile input

performance. In HCI, “input” refers to controlling the state of the com-

puter. The physical design of the input controls requires certain of the

user’s resources to be manipulated. In addition, feedback can aid in per-

forming the input, or lack of feedback can hamper performance. Manip-

ulating controls – for example, pressing buttons and touching a screen –

results in input if the target sought is reached and the detectable state of

the computer changes. These changes are then perceived in the feedback

presented. When a button is pressed, the user might visually perceive ac-

tive feedback from the interface informing, for instance, that a menu has

been opened.

When speaking of manual input, I refer to input that is intentionally

and voluntarily performed with one’s hands. The motor skills of the user’s

hand determine how well input can be performed. The user’s physical

performance for input, such as pressing a button, is also informed and

affected by constant feedback. In addition to the feedback that the inter-

face offers, the user perceives feedback from movement of the hand, when

touching a button, and when pressing it. The movement of the hand or fin-

gers is perceived visually and kinesthetically (in feeling the movement),

for example, and the movement is controlled in accordance with this feed-

back until the target is reached and movement stops. When the button is

touched, the user haptically feels this and detects the resistive force when

pressing it. The resources available for feedback and the hands’ motor

control determine the input performance with a particular interface de-

sign.

The term “mobile input” is used here to describe input performed with a

mobile interface and in mobile conditions. Human hand function is physi-

cal, and input performance in HCI is a physical action, so the focus of this

thesis is on physical constraints affecting hand function in mo-

bile input. Input interface design requires certain resources of the user’s

hand, and the available resources can be utilized to perform input. The

functional space of the hand describes the motions of the hand available

for input, and motor performance the input capacity of the hand. Again,

however, mobile conditions introduce physical constraints to the resources

of the hand, thus affecting input performance. The physical constraints

affect input if they limit the functional space of the hand or the motor per-
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Figure 1.1. Input in human–computer interaction is performed as motor responses of the
user (from MacKenzie, 1995)

formance therein. An interface design might improve input performance

by utilizing resources that are not physically constrained in the given mo-

bile conditions. Next, I introduce how physical constraints affect input

performed as a sensorimotor process of the human hand.

1.2.1 Human Hand Function in Mobile Input

As is stated above, input in HCI means that the state of the computer

changes because of user actions. The input device transduces physical

states of a control that the user manipulates, with the hands, for instance,

into digital values for the computer (Baecker and Buxton, 1987). Bux-

ton (1983) classifies input devices by their physical properties and dimen-

sions. The physical properties that the input device can sense include po-

sition, motion, and pressure, and these can be sensed in one, two, or three

dimensions. Card et al. (1991) analyze the design space of input devices

according to the sensed physical properties, such as position, movement,

and force, and they divide these further into linear and rotary units, and

absolute and relative quantities.

Human–computer interaction can be interpreted as a closed-loop system

around the interface as illustrated in Figure 1.1 (MacKenzie, 1995). The

interface displays the possible functions for input, and the user perceives

and manipulates the controls needed by means of motor responses. The

interface outputs active feedback for the user to inform of the changes

that the user has made in the state of the computer. By so doing, the

feedback affects the user’s next motor response. Input performance in

HCI is measured in terms of these physical changes in the computer’s

state, but it reflects the user’s behavior at the level of motor responses.

Hand function is studied in several fields, among them ergonomics, kine-
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siology, and biomechanics. Hand function is important for HCI because,

as most tool manipulation is, most input with computers is performed

with the hands. Therefore, hand function research, especially via theo-

ries of motor control, such as Fitts’ law (1954), is extensively applied in

HCI. Although research on input with mobile interfaces does acknowl-

edge motor control, the effects of mobility on hand function have gained

less attention.

Hand function is particularly interesting for mobile input because, while

most input is performed with the hands, studies outside mobile HCI do

not cover tasks that are parallel in hand function to those that mobile

input involves. Firstly, related research into hand function for gripping

does not introduce the form factors relevant to use of mobile devices. Sec-

ondly, touchscreens reduce the tactile and kinesthetic feedback for motor

control of the hand, thus initially providing less feedback for input than

the physical buttons of traditional input interfaces do. Thirdly, and most

importantly, simultaneous gripping and input is a common dual-task sce-

nario that is unique to one handed interaction in mobile HCI. Because it

is rare in other day-to-day activities, it is not covered by hand function

research.

Mobile interaction involves physical objects manipulated with the hands,

such as the device and other objects related to the user’s daily activities.

Mobile devices can even be used to interact with other physical objects

in the environment (Rukzio et al., 2006). Hand function in manual input

is affected by physical constraints, such as objects, that limit either the

functional space of the hand or motor performance therein. In kinesiol-

ogy, “functional space” refers to the space in which a body can move; in

other words, this is the space of all possible points where the body of in-

terest can take its position. The functional workspace, on the other hand,

is the space where the two bodies of interest can be in contact. For exam-

ple, Kuo et al. (2009) define the functional workspace of the thumb and

index finger in a precision grip as the space where the pulp of the thumb

and of the index finger can contact each other. They calculate this space

as the intersection of the functional spaces of the index finger and thumb.

One-handed use is common among mobile device users, and most users

would prefer to use only one hand for mobile interaction (Karlson et al.,

2006). While the desktop user’s hands are usually free for input, mo-

bile input with the holding hand consists of simultaneous prehensile and

non-prehensile movements, and the resources of the same hand must be
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Figure 1.2. Motor control of the hands can be interpreted as a feedback-loop system
(represented by the arrows). The device and external objects directly limit
the hands’ resources for input (dashed circles). Competing sensory feed-
back from the context can indirectly limit the feedback for motor control,
and body movement can compete for the motor resources utilized in input
(dashed lines).

shared across all of these tasks. Those studying hand function tradition-

ally group skilled movements into prehensile and non-prehensile move-

ments (Jones and Lederman, 2006). Prehensile movements involve grasp-

ing an object and are classified into power and precision grips (Napier,

1956). Non-prehensile movements cover movements that do not involve

grasping, such as pointing, aiming, typing, and gesturing (Jones and Led-

erman, 2006). The input to a mobile interface is a non prehensile skilled

movement, but holding the device usually is a prehensile act, except in sit-

uations wherein the hand acts as a platform (Jones and Lederman, 2006)

rather than gripping the device. Clearly, just gripping a mobile device

Figure 1.2 already affects the motor responses available for mobile input.

Another example rarely addressed in hand function studies outside mo-

bile HCI is multi-object manipulation. This can occur when the device

is being interacted with while other, external objects are being manipu-

lated, as in carrying of a shopping bag. While a desktop user can place

her coffee mug on a table, the mobile user might have to keep carrying his
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shopping bag. Manipulating other physical objects in addition to a mo-

bile device is common in our daily activities so is of obvious relevance in

mobile HCI. External object manipulation, such as holding a coffee mug,

can occupy an entire hand, leaving only one hand for other interaction

(see Figure 1.2). Manipulating external objects can limit the hand’s

functional space and compete for the motor resources of the hand used for

input similarly to gripping of the device. External objects can, however,

address even more varying set of resources than today’s rather homoge-

neous mobile devices do, thereby constraining numerous functions of the

hand with various form factors, masses, and manipulation tasks.

In contrast to a rather static desktop posture, such as sitting, the mobile

user’s body can be in constant motion – for example, during commuting on

a subway or walking. Simultaneous motor performance of other body

parts can vie for the resources used in motor performance of the hand in

input: activation of muscles outside the hand’s functional space precede

movements within that functional space – to maintain the posture and

balance of the body or arm, for instance, while the later actions are carried

out. Input is performed, as voluntary movements that are responses to a

perceived need (Enoka, 2008). In other words, the user perceives a need,

such as a target, on the display of the interface and acts by touching it in

order to change the state of the computer. Preceding these rapid voluntary

movements are the automatic responses, called postural activation, that

contribute to postural equilibrium (Enoka, 2008). Vice versa, movements

of the body, such as walking (see Figure 1.2) and activation of muscles

outside the hand’s functional space can influence the motor skills within

the hand that perform input.

The motor performance is the input capacity of the hand within its func-

tional space. Human hand function is a sensorimotor process: input per-

formed with the hands has a strong motor component, but the process

involves sensory feedback too (Jones and Lederman, 2006). Similarly to

the human–computer interaction (as described in Figure 1.1), hands’ mo-

tor control can be interpreted as a closed loop wherein sensory feedback is

utilized to control motor performance (Jones and Lederman, 2006). One

of the models most widely utilized in HCI studies to describe the input ca-

pacity is Fitts’s law. In a paper modeling the input capacity of the motor

responses of the hand, Fitts (1954) states that the motor system cannot

be studied at the behavioral level in isolation from the associated sensory

mechanisms.
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Table 1.1. The types and operationalization of the physical constraints to manual mobile
input in the studies for the thesis.

Type/operationalization Variation in level of
the constraint

Variation in presence
of the constraint

Direct constraint Publication I Publication II

Indirect constraint Publication III Publication IV

Mobile users receive sensory feedback from the device, from their own

operations, and from the mobile context (see Figure 1.2). The interface

provides active feedback for input (see Figure 1.1), such as visible text and

sounds of typing, and the user perceives passive feedback from the inter-

face too, such as haptic and auditory feedback from mechanical button-

presses. Users also perceive the posture of their arms and motion of the

hands, for instance, both kinesthetically and visually. While desktop ma-

chines’ users can engage in interaction and, for instance, office settings

are often designed to provide an optimal environment, with minimal noise

and good lighting conditions, mobility affects input differently: simultane-

ous external feedback to the sensory modalities competes much more

for the user’s sensory resources utilized for motor performance in input.

The feedback on input can be limited greatly by environmental conditions;

for example, traffic noise can limit perceiving of sounds from the interface,

and poor lighting can impair the visual feedback (see Figure 1.2).

In summary, motor performance in input can be constrained especially

in mobile conditions by competing motor performance within and/or out-

side the hand’s functional space and by competing sensory feedback from

the context. I have here identified four physical constraints to hand func-

tion in mobile input: 1) gripping of the device, 2) manipulation of external

objects, 3) motor performance of other body parts, and 4) feedback to the

sensory modalities. These constraints are addressed in the four studies

forming parts of this thesis.

1.3 Objectives: Exploring Four Physical Constraints to Mobile
Input

The objective for this thesis is to examine the effects that physical con-

straints emerging from mobility cause to input with mobile inter-

faces. The physical constraints to hand function in mobile input include

competing motor performance and competing sensory feedback. In this
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dissertation, I divide the physical constraints affecting hand function in

input into direct and indirect constraints (see Table 1.1), with reference

to Figure 1.2. The hand’s functional space is directly constrained by ob-

jects that intrude into that space and thereby limit the ranges of motions

of the hand and the fingers and affect their motor performance. Among

these objects can be the device itself (see Publication I) and other, external

objects (see Publication II). However, it is important to recognize that the

resources involved are not competed for only within the hand; physical

functions of the rest of the body also influence hand function. Competing

motor allocations (see Publication III) and sensory allocations (see Publi-

cation IV) outside the hand’s functional space indirectly affect input.

Moreover, the work for this thesis applies two approaches in the op-

erationalization of the physical constraints. In both of these, the hand

is treated as a pool of motor resources, of which some are required to

perform input to a particular interface. In line with the idea of tasks

placing loads on different resources as set forth in the multiple resource

theory of Wickens (2002), a constraint is here assumed to affect certain

resources with a certain magnitude, while those resources are, or are not,

needed for the input with a certain interface design. The first approach,

applied for publications I and III, is to vary the level of the constraint,

on the assumption that it affects the pool of resources needed for input

in certain magnitudes (see Table 1.1). This approach is employed to ex-

amine how a constraint affects input with an interface. The other

approach, taken for publications II and IV, is to vary the constraints in

various combinations of presence (see Table 1.1). This approach assumes

that even seemingly similar interface designs may require different phys-

ical resources from the pool. By varying the availability of resources for

input, publications II and IV examine how the interface design affects

input under a physical constraint.

The four studies encompassed by this dissertation each address one of

the physical constraints: First, the device directly constraints the hand’s

functional space when the same hand is used for gripping and input, be-

cause the device limits the movement of the fingers and other parts of

the hand. The objective with Publication I was to examine how the de-

vice constrains the functional area of the thumb of the hand that

grips the device. The grip posture is varied from covering only a little

of the device to the majority of it, thus from freeing the majority of the

functional space of the thumb for input to constraining almost all of its
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function.

Secondly, manipulating external objects can limit the functional space

and compete for the motor resources used in input. Input performance

is directly affected if parts of the hand that could be utilized for input or

gripping of the device are allocated to external motor performance. These

include holding or manipulating external objects by applying movement

and force from certain parts of the hands. The objective with Publication

II was to examine how interface design affects input performance

when the user manipulates external objects. The availability of the

hand’s resources for input was varied in the study via introduction of ex-

ternal objects that constrain various combinations of resources from the

pool of hand function.

Thirdly, simultaneous motor performance of other body parts can ham-

per the motor performance of the hand in input, because activation of

muscles outside the hand’s functional space must be carried out before

movement of the hand, to retain posture and balance of the body or arm,

for instance. Publication II looks at use of the arm for manipulation of ex-

ternal objects. Publication III addresses whole-body motion and several

muscle activations in study of the effects of walking on input perfor-

mance. Walking speed was varied from standing still to the maximum

speed the users could sustain, to vary the frequency and amplitude of the

body movement affecting the movement of the hands for input.

Fourthly, simultaneous external feedback related to sensory modalities

competes for the user’s sensory resources utilized in motor performance

in input. The objective for Publication IV was to examine how inter-

face design affects input performance when sensory feedback is

constrained. Because the interfaces examined provide feedback via sev-

eral sensory modalities, such as visual, audio, and tactile modalities, the

availability of these for input was varied in all combinations.

1.4 The Structure of the Thesis

Continuing the groundwork laid in this introductory chapter, Chapter 2

provides empirical and theoretical background for the work. It gives an

overview of the related work on the effects of mobility on input and of ap-

proaches for interface design to overcome the constraints emerging from

mobility. The second chapter also presents ways to capture mobile condi-

tions in experiments and discusses the validity of experimental methods
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in mobile HCI research. The research questions and my research meth-

ods and strategy are presented in Chapter 3. Also, Chapter 3 provides an

overview of the four studies conducted in the thesis. The findings and va-

lidity of the studies are discussed in Chapter 4, and the thesis concludes

with consideration of the limitations and implications of the research, pre-

sented in Chapter 5.
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A fundamental feature of mobility is competition for the resources of the

user between interactions with the interface and those with the environ-

ment. Mobility affects mobile input because tradeoffs must be made in

the user’s resources. The focus of this thesis is on physical constraints

affecting hand function in mobile input. Input interface design requires

certain motor resources of the user’s hand, and only the available motor

resources can be utilized to perform input. Mobile conditions introduce

physical constraints to the resources of the hand, thus affecting input

performance.

Related work shows that an interface design can improve manual input

performance by utilizing motor resources of the hand that are not physi-

cally constrained in a given mobile condition. These compensations, how-

ever, have not been shown to be generalizable beyond local conditions or

to the baseline (unconstrained) condition. Although related work demon-

strates effects of physical constraints on input in certain local conditions,

research has focused more on users’ strategies in multitasking or on the

effects of mobile input on users’ physical functioning in mobile conditions.

The problem with one of the most common approaches, utilizing local or

otherwise small sets of conditions, is that the results cannot be used in

comparison of interface designs if the condition is not replicable, and

they cannot inform interface design if the conditions are unable to rep-

resent conditions beyond the narrow scenario posed. A second approach,

allowing interaction with a mobile interface and with the environment

sequentially in a user experiment, would inform about the user’s multi-

tasking strategy and input performance as a single task. However, such

a setting does not allow studying the effects of simultaneous mobil-

ity on input performance. The final approach takes an opposite tack by

studying how mobile interaction affects users’ behavior in the course of
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daily activities. This is in marked contrast to the objectives of this thesis,

which is intended to examine the effects of mobility on mobile input.

In the previous chapter, I introduced four physical constraints to hand

function in mobile input: 1) gripping of the device, 2) manipulation of ex-

ternal objects, 3) motor performance of other body parts, and 4) feedback

to the sensory modalities. In this chapter, I first overview studies of the ef-

fects of mobility related to these four physical constraints and provide ex-

amples illustrating how they can be compensated for through interface de-

sign. I then present the types of user experiments applied in mobile HCI

work and threats to validity that should be considered when one is oper-

ationalizing mobile conditions in controlled user experiments. Finally, I

discuss gaps in the related work and conclude that systematic variation

of physical constraints typical of those emerging from mobile conditions

in controlled experiments can reveal 1) how physical constraints posed by

a mobile condition affect mobile input and 2) how mobile interface design

affects input on account of the physical demands of mobile conditions.

2.1 How Gripping of the Mobile Device Affects Thumb Input

Gripping a mobile device constrains the functional area of the thumb of

the hand that grips the device. In mobile interaction, the resources of a

single hand often have to participate in both gripping the device and per-

forming input. This is called one-handed interaction and in current mo-

bile interfaces typically involves input with the thumb. An observation-

based study by Karlson and colleagues (2006) suggests that one-handed

use is common among mobile device users and that, in fact, most users

would prefer to use only one hand for mobile interaction. However, Karl-

son et al. did not manipulate or describe one-handed grip in their study

of thumb input performance, thus leaving open the effect of the grip on

thumb input. While they did not find the size of a mobile device to af-

fect thumb input performance, they make an important note, that larger

devices leave a larger area beyond the thumb’s reach in one-handed use.

This points to the importance of knowing how gripping of the device af-

fects input performance and the reach of the thumb of the gripping hand.

Grip has been demonstrated to affect thumb input performance when

the same hand holds and inputs. Oulasvirta et al. (2013) distinguish

among six grips by the orientation of the hand and by the contact site of

the tablet’s edge and corner with the hand, with the aim of finding the one
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that performs best in a two-thumb tapping task on a tablet. They found

that the three grips allowing the least movement, and thereby the small-

est region, for the thumb tip on the screen allowed the fastest tapping per-

formance. The small functional area of the thumb in the best-performing

grip was not a concern in their study, however, because it was still large

enough to accommodate their interface design. The functional area of the

thumb is reported only for the grip that performed best in the tapping

task. While the results of their study demonstrate significant differences

in thumb input performance between grips, the grips are defined only lo-

cally and remain only a subset of the possible grips. The choice of grip has

been shown to affect the thumb’s functional area directly when the same

hand holds and inputs. Odell and Chandrasekaran (2012) controlled the

position of the hand along the tablet’s edge in only two conditions and

measured thumb reach on the screen from paint that was applied to the

thumbs before the reaching task. Their results nicely show the functional

area of both of the thumbs when a tablet is gripped with both hands.

While Odell and Chandrasekaran describe the hand’s position along the

edge, they, unlike Oulasvirta et al. (2013), do not control orientation of the

grip, so most of the grip is left uncontrolled. Because thumb reach on the

screen is limited by the position of the gripping fingers at the back of the

device, their position too should be included in the two-dimensional de-

scription of the grip, in addition to the orientation of the hand in relation

to the device. At minimum, these three features (orientation and two di-

mensions of the position of the gripping fingers) are needed for systematic

examination of the effects of the grip on the functional area of the thumb

on the screen.

The interface elements’ positions have been shown to influence user

grip in one-handed interaction. Trudeau et al. (2012) optically tracked

the thumb joints in one-handed input with a mobile interface. They mea-

sured target-acquisition performance with a grid of 12 targets and demon-

strated that the position of the interface elements affects joint positions

and thereby hand posture in gripping. Moreover, in line with several other

studies (e.g., Karlson et al., 2006; Parhi et al., 2006; Park and Han, 2010),

they suggest that the most effective target positions are in the central

regions of a mobile device’s screen, concluding that these are the same ar-

eas the thumb can reach with a fairly relaxed posture (joints neither fully

extended nor fully flexed). However, what the results of Trudeau et al.

(2012) demonstrate is the effect of thumb input performance on grip, not
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the opposite: the effect of the grip of the device on thumb input. It is the

latter that is at the core of the thesis.

Interface layout can be adapted to the position of the grip. Information

about the grip and the input fingers can be distinguished by the touches

tracked on the screen (e.g., Azenkot et al., 2012; Goel et al., 2013; Yin

et al., 2013). However, by tracking only input, the grip cannot be explic-

itly described. Cheng and colleagues (2013) tracked grip position on the

two edges of a device and adapted the keyboard layout and position on the

touchscreen accordingly. They suggest that the preferred keyboard layout

and position depend on the grip. However, they tracked the grip position

in only one dimension, along the edge of the device, so the actual area

the thumb could reach cannot be determined. Noor et al. (2014) predict

where the thumb is intended to touch on the screen from the grip. They

employed a capacitive sensor grid on the back of the device for tracking

several finger positions on the back surface and applied principal compo-

nent analysis for the grips, to find correlation between the grip and the

touch target sought on the screen. Their results show potential for adap-

tive interfaces through rough grip-based prediction of the regions on the

screen that the user is targeting. However, the results still do not describe

the grips and their relationship to thumb input.

Knowledge about grip position has displayed potential for input im-

provements through adaptation of the interface layout. However, the ef-

fect of gripping of the device has been shown only with a locally specified

subset of possible grips or with a grip for which posture in relation to the

device is described in only one dimension. Both of these types of descrip-

tions of the grip are limited. The first is not replicable, and the latter can-

not describe how much of the hand’s functional space is reserved by the

gripping – how much it leaves free for the thumb, for instance. Therefore,

previous work has not shed light on how much the device constrains

the functional area of the thumb of the hand that grips the device.

2.2 How Manipulation of External Objects Affects Mobile Input

In addition to the grip on the device, external objects too can constrain

mobile input if the motor resources needed for input in a particular in-

terface design are allocated to manipulation of external objects. Every-

day activities often involve physical objects that are manipulated with

the hands, such as bags, doors, wallets, pens, and coffee cups. Karlson
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et al. (2006) observed 50 mobile device users at an airport terminal and

recorded whether they used the left hand, the right, or both hands to dial

or type, along with whether they were carrying any physical objects. They

recorded that 74% of the subjects were observed to use one hand to dial,

of whom 65% had the other hand occupied with manipulating an exter-

nal object. If external objects reserve motor resources of the hands – for

instance, an entire hand – the input can be performed only with the re-

sources that remain available. Interface design can compensate for these

constraints by requiring only the available motor resources for input. Ac-

cordingly, it is important to examine how interface design affects input

when the user manipulates external objects.

Ng et al. (2014) studied how carrying external objects while walking

affects input performance. They tested performance with three input

postures: two-handed with index fingers, one-handed with the preferred

thumb, and two-handed with both thumbs. The participants carried generic

shopping bags with a 1.6 kg weight in each hand and walked on a test

track indoors, following a human pacesetter. Ng and colleagues found

that carrying objects decreased the input accuracy by almost 50% when

the subjects were inputting with the index finger or the preferred thumb.

That study, however, did not isolate the task of carrying the object from

walking, so it leaves open the issue of the effect of manipulating external

objects on input.

Input performance demonstrably depends on the resources of the hand

that are utilized. Bimanual versus one-handed performance has been ad-

dressed in various studies (e.g., Azenkot and Zhai, 2012; Guiard, 1987;

Leganchuk et al., 1998). Leganchuk et al. (1998) suggest that an advan-

tage of bimanual manipulation in HCI is found in increased input effi-

ciency, thanks to there being double the degrees of freedom available for

the user’s hands. Azenkot and Zhai (2012) identify distinct patterns and

consistent touch offsets between finger input, two-thumb input, and one-

thumb input and suggest that the errors in input could be compensated

for with an adaptive interface in accordance with a grip’s touch offset.

They show that two-thumb input performance is superior to one-thumb

input. In addition to inputting fingers, studies have compared the per-

formance of the other parts of the hands. Zhai et al. (1996) compare two

six-degree-of-freedom input interfaces, one requiring the fingers for in-

put and one that, instead of the fingers, requires only the hand and arm.

They conclude that fingers should be preferred in input. Balakrishnan
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and MacKenzie (1997) compare performance in pointing between a hand

held sensor and pointing with the wrist or arm. They found better per-

formance with the hand-held sensor. Such related work has changed the

input by, for example, asking the user to perform the input with certain

fingers or changing the input interface. The resources of the hand still are

not allocated elsewhere, so those studies do not address manipulation of

external objects. They consider the input capacity with a certain interface

design in a static condition rather than the effects of mobility on input.

Novel interface designs, such as wrist-based (Crossan et al., 2008), hands-

free (Witt et al., 2006), one-handed (Lyons et al., 2004), posture-independent

(Lee and Su, 2008), crossmodal (Hoggan and Brewster, 2007), and no-

madic (Sawhney and Schmandt, 2000) interfaces, have shown potential

for improving the input by freeing motor resources of the user’s hands for

interactions with the environment. Crossan et al. (2008) suggest wrist

rotation for input in mobile contexts, Lee and Su (2008) present a sensor

pack for midair gesturing, and Lyons et al. (2004) offer an effective one-

hand input device to free the non-dominant hand. Wagner et al. (2012)

employ, in addition, the motor resources available from the hand holding a

tablet device, thus benefiting from bimanual input instead of using input

with only one index finger (they suggest that the latter is a common input

posture with tablets). Furthermore, adaptive interfaces can compensate

for the lack of resources of the hands in input. Goel et al. (2012b) interface

distinguishes between index finger and thumb input and between the left

and right thumb. Their interface recognizes when, for instance, only the

thumb is available for input, and it adapts by providing pressure input

as an alternative technique instead of the two-finger pinch, which can-

not be performed with only one available thumb. These novel interface

designs suggest that mobile input could be improved via effective utiliza-

tion of the available motor resources of the user’s hands and, moreover,

that performance depends on the resources utilized. However, similarly

to the studies presented earlier, these still do not address allocation of the

hand’s motor resources elsewhere.

The related work demonstrates that input performance depends on how

effectively the interface design utilizes the motor resources available from

the hand for input. This is most often studied by researchers changing

the input or the interface. Except in the work of Ng et al. (2014), the re-

sources of the hand are not, however, allocated elsewhere. Clearly, previ-

ous studies address the input capacity with a certain interface design in a
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static condition, not how interface design affects input performance

when the motor resources of the user are allocated elsewhere, as

in manipulation of external objects.

2.3 How Walking Affects Mobile Input

Simultaneous motor performance of other body parts can vie for the re-

sources used in motor performance of the hands in input. While ma-

nipulation of external objects can be used in examination of simultane-

ous motor performance of the hands and arms, walking involves a motor

performance of the whole body. The user’s mobility, such as walking, is

considered one of the most important contextual factors affecting mobile

interaction (Barnard et al., 2005; Bristow et al., 2004; Dunlop and Brew-

ster, 2002). Moreover, enabling interaction while the user is on the move

is the core idea in designing mobile interfaces instead of portable ones.

Therefore, it is important to examine how walking affects input.

The cadence and the amplitude of body movements can increase with

walking speed, thus affecting the input more. Probably for this reason, ex-

periments often control walking speed when studying the effects of walk-

ing on input. A negative effect of walking on mobile input performance

has been indicated when walking speed is controlled via a treadmill (Lin

et al., 2007), when the cadence (pace) is adjusted with an audio click track

or a human pacesetter (both by Kane et al., 2008), and with instruction to

maintain a certain speed (Yatani and Truong, 2009). In the last of these

setups, only instructing as to speed, walking is hardly controlled and the

effects on input are difficult to demonstrate outside the local setting.

Kane et al. (2008) examine the effects of walking in two relatively nat-

ural settings. The first was a university corridor with an audio track to

keep the pace, with the instructions being to walk down the corridor from

one end to the other, turn around, and then walk back again. The corridor

setting was public, including uncontrolled people standing and walking

in the area. The second setting was outdoors, also in a public place with

uncontrolled other people present. Walking speed here was controlled by

means of a human pacesetter. The problem with this approach is that,

although the walking speed is controlled, its effects on input cannot be

isolated from all the extraneous features, such as attending to the envi-

ronment in order to avoid other people.

Applying a little more control, Schildbach and Rukzio (2010) too address
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walking outdoors, but instead of a public place, they utilized a test track.

With this approach, the user’s attention was needed only for navigating

along the track, not for avoiding other people. Thereby, the researchers

gained, with greater control, a more replicable setting. Their results show

that input time increased by 31% from standing to walking, while walking

speed decreased by 25% from the preferred speed. Here, however, walking

speed was not controlled, so there is limited application of the results

to other possible speeds at which the mobile users could walk in their

everyday activities.

A treadmill can be used to isolate walking speed and to eliminate atten-

tional demands for navigation and avoidance (Kjeldskov and Stage, 2004).

Lin and colleagues (2007) used a treadmill in addition to a walking track.

The treadmill was used to control the walking speed at two levels, which

they call “slow” and “fast”: 80% and 120% of the pace that the partici-

pants preferred and found comfortable. The results indicate that walking

hampers tapping performance but that walking speed itself is not a major

factor. However, the difference between the “slow” (average: 1.4 mph) and

“fast” (1.9 mph) speed conditions was only 0.5 mph. Although confounding

factors are eliminated here, the results do not cover the range of possible

walking speeds, because only two, rather similar speeds were used.

Crossan et al. (2005) demonstrate that the user’s gait phase affects input

performance by tracking the cadence of walking indoors from the mobile

device’s accelerometer. Adaptive interfaces have been shown, on the basis

of accelerometer data, to offset the effects of walking. Kane et al. (2008)

increased the size of the interface elements in a walking condition that

they then compared to standing still. Goel et al. (2012a) present a key-

board that compensates for typing errors of a walking user. They tracked

the cadence and amplitude from the accelerometer sensors of the device

and inferred the intended touch targets on the touch keypad. In addition

to walking, Hoggan et al. (2009) and Hoggan and Brewster (2010) stud-

ied the environmental vibration levels during, for example, commuting by

subway, and they show that increasing movement (from the accelerome-

ter data) results in decreasing typing performance (in terms of both errors

and speed). While these studies can inform adaptive interface designs for

certain levels of acceleration, the results are not reported to generalize

over all walking speeds.

Although the related work indicates that walking negatively affects in-

put, the studies performed thus far either do not control walking speed or
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do so for only a small subset of the possible speeds the mobile users could

choose in their day-to-day activities. The former address the user’s strat-

egy in a multitasking situation more than the effects of walking speed,

and the latter lack generalizability to other speeds. Moreover, studies in

natural settings introduce factors that are not essential when the interest

is in walking speed. It is clear that the related work has not addressed

the effects of walking speed on input performance.

2.4 How Limits to Sensory Feedback Affect Mobile Input

With limited sensory feedback, the hands’ motor performance for input is

affected. The feedback for mobile input can be limited by environmental

conditions, because simultaneous external feedback to the sensory modal-

ities competes for the user’s sensory resources utilized for motor perfor-

mance in input. For example, traffic noise, freezing temperatures, and

bright sunlight can constrain the feedback from the interface, but so can

the feedback that the user passively perceives from the interface and from

his actions. If the environment constraints some of the sensory feedback

in consequence of such competition, the input can be performed only with

the feedback the user receives via those sensory modalities that remain

accessible. Interface design can compensate for these constraints by of-

fering alternative feedback that can be utilized with the available sensory

modalities. Therefore, it is important to examine how interface design

affects input performance when sensory feedback is constrained.

Visual feedback is important in all daily activities but also in interacting

with computers. Vision is constantly utilized in perception of the environ-

ment – for example, when we plan which route to take and what obstacles

to avoid while walking or driving a car. Novel interfaces have been pro-

posed to free vision to be allocated to the environment (Brewster et al.,

2003). Allocation of vision to the mobile context in a natural setting, such

as spaces outdoors, has been explored in many experiments studying the

effect of mobility on interaction (e.g., Oulasvirta et al., 2005; Schildbach

and Rukzio, 2010). Schildbach and Rukzio (2010), for instance, have stud-

ied the effects of walking in a field experiment wherein users had to em-

ploy visual attention to navigate on a test track. Such settings, however,

do not allow controlling of visual feedback, so its effect on input cannot

be isolated. Visual feedback can be constrained in laboratory settings too.

Senders et al. (1967) temporarily occluded vision during driving, to study
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the effects of visual feedback on driving performance; however, because

the participants were able to choose when to have a glance at the road,

the results demonstrate users’ strategies in timing the visual feedback

rather more than the effect of constrained visual feedback on driving.

Input performance has been proven to depend on the sensory feedback

available. One of the approaches used most often to study the effects

of sensory feedback on input in HCI is to change the modalities of the

feedback the interface provides. This approach has been utilized also in

relation to multimodal feedback (feedback with multiple sensory modali-

ties), such as tactile and audio in addition to visual feedback. Liu (2001)

compares visual-only feedback, aural-only feedback, and provision of both

during driving. On the multimodal front, Prewett et al. (2006) conducted

meta-analysis comparing single modality (visual) feedback to multimodal

(visual-tactile) feedback, and Burke et al. (2006) present a meta-analysis

of visual-auditory and visual-tactile feedback, comparing them to visual-

only. Jacko et al. (2004) compare performance of dragging tasks on a desk-

top computer with three sensory modalities (auditory, haptic, and visual)

and combinations thereof utilized as feedback. They conclude that this

multimodal feedback aided performance among both healthy and visually

impaired users, when compared to a unimodal condition. In these ap-

proaches, however, only the feedback the interface provides is controlled,

not the passive feedback the user perceives from the interface. Accord-

ingly, the results cannot be used to address how constraints to sensory

feedback affect input.

One motivation in mobile HCI to provide feedback via multiple modal-

ities is the desire to increase the likelihood of successful delivery of the

feedback in mobile conditions where some sensory modalities are allo-

cated to the environment or when competing sensory feedback from the

environment limits the sensory feedback from the mobile interaction. In

addition to changing the feedback from the interface, Hoggan et al. (2009)

study the effects of environmental noise and vibration levels on input.

Their results show that tactile and audio feedback both improved perfor-

mance over visual-only feedback from the interface. In addition, Hoggan

et al. (2009) and Hoggan and Brewster (2010) posit certain thresholds for

environmental noise and vibration at which the corresponding audio and

tactile feedback become ineffective. This information could be utilized to

adapt feedback to the environment’s levels of feedback via corresponding

sensory modalities. These results demonstrate well how interface design
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(i.e., the sensory feedback provided) affects input performance when the

sensory feedback the user perceives is limited by the competing feedback

from the environment. However, the aforementioned study did not cover

constraints to the visual feedback that the interface provides.

Multimodal interfaces providing active feedback via several modalities

have been shown to increase input performance, especially in mobile con-

ditions, and, vice versa, lack of feedback has been demonstrated to ham-

per performance. However, studies changing the sensory feedback that

the interface actively provides do not address constraints to the feed-

back that the user passively perceives. For example, traffic noise inter-

feres with not only the audio feedback the interface provides but also the

sounds of mechanical button presses. Related work in natural settings

can address the effects of competing sensory feedback but only in the par-

ticular setting used. Such results are not replicable; also, isolating the ef-

fect of certain sensory feedback is difficult. Accordingly, the related work

has not addressed how interface design affects input performance

when sensory feedback is constrained over all sensory modalities the

interface utilizes for feedback.

2.5 Experimentation on the Effects of Mobility on Input

The previous sections of the chapter have given an overview of the related

empirical research into the effects of mobility on input performance. The

related work demonstrates that the constraints have a significant effect

on input, a negative one on most occasions. Several examples show also

that negative effects can be compensated for by interface design. This

overview suggests, however, that more knowledge about the effects of

mobility on input is needed, to inform interface design about possible

avenues for improvement. In this final section, I look at methodological

issues in obtaining valid and reliable information about the effects of mo-

bility conditions on input performance.

Several HCI researchers (e.g., Dunlop and Brewster, 2002; Hornbæk,

2013; Kjeldskov and Graham, 2003; Oulasvirta, 2012) consider capturing

the context in mobile HCI studies a major challenge, albeit essential for

mobile HCI research. In a review of mobile HCI research methods, Kjeld-

skov and Graham (2003) found a clear bias towards environment indepen-

dent research and laboratory evaluations. They conclude that the theory

and knowledge accumulated on mobile HCI is limited because current re-
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search is focused on engineering rather than on understanding real-world

use of systems and real use contexts.

Kjeldskov and Graham (2003) discuss the practicality and validity is-

sues of field experiments and laboratory studies in mobile HCI research.

The advantage of field experiments in comparison to laboratory experi-

ments is increased realism, but a disadvantage arises in decreased con-

trol (Kjeldskov and Graham, 2003). Regardless of the greater realism,

Kjeldskov et al. (2004) suggest, the field evaluations do not necessarily

add value to usability evaluations and can actually leave features un-

explored because of the lack of control. Hornbæk (2013) adds that the

issue of lab experiments’ generalizability to field settings requires exam-

ination, because the validity of the criticism on this point has not really

been shown. One practical advantage of laboratory experiments in HCI

that can be agreed on is the reduction in costs relative to field experiments

(Hornbæk, 2013; Oulasvirta, 2012). Moreover, laboratory experiments are

suitable for studying unimplemented systems, even from the early proto-

type stage. Most importantly, experiments are needed for understanding

of the processes involved in a particular phenomenon (Hornbæk, 2013).

For internal validity, the first thing to determine is whether a given vari-

ation in a mobility condition caused the variation observed in input (Mc-

Grath, 1995). The essence of the constraint of interest should be isolated

and controlled, and extraneous factors should be eliminated or controlled

(Hornbæk, 2013). In addition, the conditions should build a representa-

tive and complete setting for a constraint, to increase construct validity

(Hornbæk, 2013).

2.5.1 From Natural Settings to Laboratory Experiments in
Mobile Input

Here I overview experiment types and provide examples from the mobile

HCI research overviewed in the previous sections of the chapter, suggest-

ing that controlled experiments are needed for study of the effects of mo-

bility on input. Figure 2.1 illustrates examples involving experimentation

with four key types of physical constraints in mobile HCI research. The

boundaries between experiment types are often unclear; therefore, the ex-

amples are situated on a continuum from natural settings to laboratory

experiments.

The problem with using natural settings in mobile HCI research is

the varying, unpredictable mobile conditions. Experiments in natural
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Figure 2.1. Examples from related work applying different experimental designs in op-
erationalizing some of the four mobility conditions.

settings limit themselves to certain conditions and, because of the lack

of control, are hard to replicate. For this reason, they are not well suited

to comparison or prediction of input. Moreover, examining the effects on

the dependent variable (mobile input, for instance) is difficult, if possi-

ble at all. Field studies are important, however, for knowledge of why

and when the user’s resources are constrained. Karlson et al. (2006)

observed mobile device users at an airport terminal, and, in addition to

demographic features, recorded whether they used the left hand, the right

hand, or both to dial or type; whether they were walking, standing, or sit-

ting; and whether they were carrying any objects (see Figure 2.1). They

report that 74% were observed to use one hand to dial, of whom 65% had

the other hand occupied and 54% were walking. While that study illus-

trates why a user’s hands may be constrained, control is needed to indi-

cate how mobility affects manual mobile input.

Control of the variables is needed if the researcher is to examine how

resources are constrained by measuring the effects of input, for instance.

Quasi-experiments (Oulasvirta, 2012; Shadish et al., 2002) have some

validity threats in common with field experiments but also offer several

advantages of laboratory experiments, such as increased control. Kjeld-

skov and Graham (2003), for example, state that control can be increased

in a field experiment, though at the cost of realism. An example from

the natural end of the quasi-experiment spectrum is a longitudinal study
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by Hoggan and Brewster (2010) in which environmental vibration level

and noise level were logged by the device in addition to the comments

and location that the users manually entered. In another study, with a

little more control (see Figure 2.1), Hoggan et al. (2009) took the users to

specific environments in the field, such as a subway, and measured the

effects of environmental noise and vibration on input performance and

on feedback modality preferences (tactile and audio) there. Also, Kane

and colleagues (2008) performed two types of quasi-experiments on walk-

ing described here earlier, wherein the users walked in a public corridor

and outdoors. Both of these settings included other, uncontrolled, people

standing and walking in the space. Moving still further from naturalness,

an even higher degree of control was employed by Schildbach and Rukzio

(2010) (see Figure 2.1). They too address walking outdoors, but, instead

of a public place, they utilized a test track. With this approach, the user’s

attention was needed only for navigation on the track, not for avoiding

other people. This provided fuller control and a more replicable setting.

For increased control while one still captures real-world factors, Oulasvirta

(2012) suggests analogue experiments (see also Shadish et al., 2002),

which isolate and emulate real-world conditions in a laboratory. Among

these are simulator-based studies, such as for driving a car or flying an

airplane, which are necessary already in certain fields for safety reasons

(Oulasvirta, 2012). Physical conditions are very well suited to isolation

and emulation in a laboratory. For instance, exercise and medical sciences

emulate physical conditions in laboratory settings for physical stress tests

that employ treadmills or other equipment to control a person’s physical

condition in a safe environment. Not only are physical conditions easy

to isolate and emulate in a laboratory, but doing so allows high precision

and control, making the tests replicable and allowing standardization,

prediction, and comparison of the effects across individuals. Studies have

compared the effects of experiments’ walking conditions on the gained re-

sults – for example, comparing the results seen in a quasi-experimental

condition (walking on a test track) with those of a closer-to-analogue ex-

periment (walking on a treadmill). Kjeldskov and Stage (2004), for in-

stance, propose techniques to facilitate setting up mobile conditions in

controlled environments. These take into account features of physical mo-

tions (none, constant-speed walking, and varying-speed walking) and also

attentional demands (no need for navigation or a navigation requirement

imposed in walking on a track with obstructions) in the experiments. The
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techniques considering movement and attention were found to be better

at finding problems related to input performance, interface layout, and

the sizes and placement of the individual interface elements (Kjeldskov

and Stage, 2004). Similarly, Barnard et al. (2005) compare a controlled

walking setting and a treadmill, suggesting that controlled walking sim-

ulates the actual user experience with the mobile interface better, while a

treadmill can yield more consistent measurements of input performance.

Treadmill gait has also been found to be functionally equivalent to over-

ground gait for healthy people accommodated to treadmill walking (Riley

et al., 2007). Ng et al. (2014) examine the effects of encumbrance on mo-

bile input – that is, the effects of manipulating an external object while

walking. For walking, they used a more quasi-experimental condition:

walking on a test track indoors. For the manipulation of objects, they

used the typical form factors and weight of a shopping bag. Because the

objects are more systematically controlled than the walking is, the setting

is closer to that of analogue experiments.

The motor resources that the input interface reserves from the user’s

hands have been studied in laboratory experiments. For example,

Zhai et al. (1996) look at the utilization of fingers, and Balakrishnan

and MacKenzie (1997) (see Figure 2.1) and Oakley et al. (2008) compare

performance of individual parts of the hands and arms for input. These

studies address the resources that are required for input, or effective re-

sources. When one is manipulating external objects, however, resources

are allocated elsewhere, to the object. Therefore, analogue experiments

are needed for examination of how applying resources (for instance, force)

elsewhere affects input. Similarly, changing the sensory feedback that the

interface actively provides does not address constraints to the feedback

that the user passively perceives, and analogue experiments are needed

in study of how simultaneous limitation of all feedback with a certain

sensory modality affects input.

These examples demonstrate that natural experiments can point to why

mobility affects input but not how. Quasi-experiments can increase the

control of mobility conditions, but controlling mobility is hard and the set-

tings often still impose many extraneous, uncontrollable factors. Clearly,

isolating the effects of mobility is very difficult. Laboratory experiments

might be suited to studying the effects of grip on input, for instance, but

analogue experiments provide the best settings for isolating and emulat-

ing physical conditions. Moreover, analogue experiments allow high pre-
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cision and control, making the experiments replicable and allowing both

prediction and comparison of the effects of physical constraints emerging

from mobility on input performance.

2.5.2 Operationalization of Mobility Conditions

Operationalization of mobility conditions in controlled experiments is chal-

lenging (Hornbæk, 2013). However, as the foregoing discussion has sug-

gested, it is essential to control the mobility conditions if one is to exam-

ine the effects of mobility on input. Here I will briefly overview important

threats in operationalizing mobility conditions, before, in the final subsec-

tion of the chapter, I provide a summary of the gaps in experiments with

the effects of mobility on input, and the related threats.

Hornbæk (2013) describes threats to construct validity in the handling

of independent variables in laboratory experiments. The constructs within

the scope of this thesis are the causes of physical constraints in mobility:

1) gripping of the device, 2) manipulation of external objects, 3) walk-

ing speed, and 4) limits to sensory feedback. Therefore, the concern is to

choose a complete and representative set of conditions considering these

constructs (Hornbæk, 2013).

One threat to construct validity is the use of only one operationalization

of a construct, because under-representation might arise or it could unnec-

essarily emphasize factors that are not central (Hornbæk, 2013; Shadish

et al., 2002). To address this threat, called mono-operation bias, studies

of effects of walking speed, for instance, should cover multiple levels of

walking speed.

Another form of operationalization bias can result from inclusion of ex-

traneous factors (McGrath, 1995) that affect the main comparison of inter-

est (Hornbæk, 2013). One must choose whether to include these and aim

to keep them constant or must aim to isolate only the essential features

for a condition (Hornbæk, 2013). Operationalization of walking presents

many examples of both approaches, such as using a test track that re-

quires attention vs. using a treadmill that isolates the physical body

movement. By using a low-level condition (for which I aim here with

physical constraints), one can eliminate extraneous features (Hornbæk,

2013), but a low-level condition is likely to present only part of the picture

of the effects of a real condition. Nonetheless, it can be assumed that a

more complex condition, such as those in the real world, would show even

stronger effects, and with a low-level condition we can isolate a funda-
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mental effect with high precision and control.

Thirdly, Hornbæk (2013) mentions that strong baselines should be used

for completeness and representativeness. Walking, for example, should

be compared to standing still. This is indeed the most common approach

in related work. However, incorporating the other extreme on the scale –

maximum walking speed, for instance – would increase the completeness.

The baselines in studies of sensory feedback still often involve some feed-

back, usually visual. Therefore, the representativeness of the full set of

feedback the interface provides is limited.

2.5.3 Summary of the Effects of Mobility on Input

The related work on effects of mobility on input, and on design of inter-

faces to compensate for them, shows that knowledge of the effects of mo-

bility could allow comparison between mobile interface designs and pre-

diction of unseen instances of mobile input performance. I have identified

the following gaps in the knowledge of the effects of the four types of mo-

bility conditions on input.

Firstly, knowledge about grip in one-handed use has shown potential for

improving the input through adapting of the interface layout. However,

the effect of gripping the device has been demonstrated only within a lo-

cally specified subset of possible grips or with a grip for which posture in

relation to the device is described in only one dimension. Both descrip-

tions of the grip are limited, introducing bias because of incomplete op-

erationalization (Hornbæk, 2013) when the interest is in the effect of the

grip on input. The first approach is not replicable, and the latter cannot

describe how much of the hand’s functional space the gripping reserves –

how much it leaves free for the thumb, for instance. Neither sheds light on

how much the device constrains the functional area of the thumb

of the hand that grips the device.

Secondly, novel interface designs have shown potential for improving

the input by freeing motor resources of the user’s hands for interactions

with the environment. In contrast to the work of Ng et al. (2014), re-

search should isolate the object-manipulation condition when the aim is

to study effects of allocating resources for external objects. Therefore, in-

cluding walking such as in the encumbrance study (Ng et al., 2014) would

be to include non-essential or extraneous features and thereby cause op-

erationalization bias. Moreover, input performance, as is demonstrated

in several studies, depends on the resources of the hand that are utilized.
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This is most often studied via changing of the input – for example, chang-

ing the input interface. However, except in the study by Ng et al. (2014),

the resources of the hand are not allocated elsewhere and the research

lacks representativeness (Hornbæk, 2013) with respect to manipulation

of external objects. These studies address the input capacity with a cer-

tain interface design in a static condition rather than how interface de-

sign affects input performance when the user manipulates exter-

nal objects.

Thirdly, walking has been shown to hamper input performance. How-

ever, input performance can be improved by such means as adaptively

increasing the size of the targets on the screen in accordance with the ac-

celeration amplitudes indicated for the device’s movement. The cadence

and the amplitude of body movements can increase in relation to walking

speed, thus affecting the input more. Probably for this reason, experi-

ments often address walking speed as a single variable. However, the

studies I am aware of either do not control walking speed or do so for only

a small subset of the possible speeds that mobile users could take in their

everyday activities. The former set of studies addresses the user’s strat-

egy in multitasking situations more than the effects of walking speed,

and the latter lack completeness (Hornbæk, 2013) and generalizability to

other speeds. Moreover, studies in natural settings introduce factors that

are nonessential (Hornbæk, 2013; McGrath, 1995) when walking speed is

the factor of interest. One can see that the related work has not addressed

the effects of walking speed on input performance.

Fourthly and in a parallel to motor resources of the hand, freeing sen-

sory resources of the user for interactions with the environment has shown

potential in novel interface designs for improving input. Moreover, multi-

modal interfaces that provide active feedback via several modalities have

been shown to improve input performance, especially in mobile conditions,

and, correspondingly, lack of feedback has proven to hamper performance.

However, studies changing the sensory feedback that the interface ac-

tively provides do not address the constraints to the feedback that the

user passively perceives, so they are not representative of mobile condi-

tions (Hornbæk, 2013). The related work in natural settings can address

the effects of competing sensory feedback but only in the specific setting

examined. Results of such research are not replicable; furthermore, infer-

ring the effect of certain sensory feedback is difficult. This leaves open the

question of how interface design affects input performance when
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sensory feedback is constrained.

Mobile HCI research rarely addresses the physical features of mobile

conditions by isolating and varying them in experiments for purposes of

assessment of mobility’s effects on input. Although physical constraints

have been shown to have a negative effect on input in certain local con-

ditions, the related research has focused more on 1) users’ strategies for

dividing their resources between or among tasks, 2) the effects of mobile

input on mobility, or 3) the effects of mobility on input in only a small

subset of the possible conditions. However, interface design has still been

demonstrated to compensate for negative effects of mobility in local con-

ditions.

I conclude that controlling the physical constraints systematically 1) at

multiple condition levels can allow prediction of mobile input performance

and 2) in multiple condition combinations can allow comparing the effects

of interface designs on input under the constraints.
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Mobile conditions introduce physical constraints to the motor resources of

the hand, thus affecting mobile input. The effect of physical constraints on

input performance is often negative, but some effects can be compensated

for by interface design. More knowledge about the effects of mobility on

input is needed, however, to inform interface design with respect to possi-

ble avenues for improvement or to compare alternative interface designs

under the effects of the relevant physical constraints.

In this chapter, I first introduce the research questions of this thesis,

then give an overview of the research strategy applied in the four publi-

cations to examine the effects of mobility on manual mobile input in view

of these research questions. In the last section, I summarize each of the

four studies that the thesis encompasses.

3.1 Research Questions

In the introduction I identified physical constraints on hand’s motor per-

formance in input. Hand function in input can be constrained especially

in mobile conditions by competing motor performance within or outside

the hand’s functional space and by competing sensory feedback from the

context. This thesis addresses four causes of physical constraints in mo-

bility: 1) gripping the device, 2) manipulating external objects, 3) walking,

and 4) receiving sensory feedback.

Input interface design requires certain motor resources of the user’s

hand, and the available resources can be utilized to perform input. Mo-

bile conditions introduce physical constraints to the resources of the hand,

thus affecting input performance. An interface design can improve input

performance by utilizing resources that are not physically constrained in

the given mobile conditions.
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Although physical constraints have been shown to have a negative effect

on input in certain local conditions, the related research in mobile HCI

have rarely addressed the effects of physical constraints emerging from

mobility on input performance. If one is to examine the effects of mobility

on input, it is essential to control the mobility conditions in experiments.

The objective of this work is to examine the effects of the four phys-

ical constraints emerging from mobility on manual mobile input.

Two approaches are taken to that end: examining how a given constraint

affects input with an interface and examining how the interface design

affects input under a particular physical constraint.

In mobile interaction, the resources of a single hand often have to be

employed in both gripping the device and performing input. Knowledge

of the grip position has shown potential for improvement of the input via

adaptation of the interface layout. While physical keypads’ input controls

(buttons, for instance) are in fixed positions, mobile touchscreens allow

changing the interface layout adaptively. Accordingly, a model that pre-

dicts the functional area of the thumb on a mobile touchscreen from the

user’s grip could be used to inform interface design or in comparison of al-

ternative layouts without the need for user experiments. The effect of the

grip on thumb input is modeled in response to the first research question:

1) How does gripping the mobile device affect the functional area

of the thumb of the gripping hand on a touchscreen surface?

Mobile input can be constrained by not just gripping of the device but also

external objects. Everyday activities often involve physical objects that

are manipulated with the hands, such as bags, doors, wallets, or pens.

Objects vary in the combinations of the motor resources of the hand that

they constrain with regard to mobile input. The input performance de-

pends on how effectively the interface design utilizes the available motor

resources of the hand for input: alternative designs can afford differing

flexibility for input under multiple combinations of constrained motor re-

sources. The second research question addresses comparison of alterna-

tive interface designs in compensation for the effects of manipulation of

external objects:

2) How does the input interface design affect input performance

when the user manipulates external objects?
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Mobile devices are often used while the user is walking, but input per-

formance suffers during walking as compared to standing still. The ca-

dence and amplitude of body movements can increase with walking speed,

thereby affecting the input even more. The effects of walking speed on in-

put have not been assessed before, so the tradeoff between walking speed

and mobile target-acquisition performance is examined with reference to

the third research question:

3) How does walking speed affect input performance with a mo-

bile touchscreen?

Mobile conditions can constrain sensory feedback, and constrained feed-

back affects the motor performance of the hands for input. Interface de-

sign can offset the constraints by offering alternative feedback that can be

utilized with those sensory modalities that remain available. Alternative

designs can afford different flexibility to perform in conditions wherein

some of the sensory feedback to the user is limited. The fourth research

question addresses comparison of alternative interface designs in com-

pensating for the effects of sensory feedback being limited:

4) How does input interface design affect input performance when

feedback via sensory modalities is constrained?

On the basis of my research, I argue that systematic variation of physi-

cal constraints emerging from mobile conditions in controlled experiments

can reveal considerable effects of mobility on mobile input. I propose mod-

els that, by controlling the physical constraints systematically at multiple

condition levels, can allow prediction of mobile input performance also for

conditions not directly studied. In addition, I propose methods that, by

systematically controlling the physical constraints in multiple condition

combinations, can allow comparing effects on input under the constraints

between interface designs. Examining the four causes of physical con-

straints in mobility, together, adds to the knowledge from prior work on

the effects of mobility on mobile input.
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3.2 Research Strategy

The objective with this thesis is to examine the effects that physical con-

straints emerging from mobility create for input with mobile interfaces.

To examine the effects of mobility on input, one must aim for high pre-

cision and control. The idea of mobile conditions, however, is somewhat

at odds with that of a traditional, static laboratory setting, so I capture

mobile conditions in analogue experiments (Oulasvirta, 2012; Shadish et

al., 2002; cf. “experimental simulation” in McGrath, 1995). Analogue ex-

periments allow isolation of features of mobile conditions in an otherwise

static laboratory setting. Extraneous factors are automatically left out if

isolation of the condition of interest is successful; this increases internal

validity too (Hornbæk, 2013; McGrath, 1995).

The physical constraints considered here are well suited to isolation and

emulation in analogue experiments. My concern is to keep the physical

conditions replicable and comparable so that the resulting models and

methods can be applied in prediction of mobile input and in comparison

of interface designs. This is rendered feasible by the fact that the phys-

ical constraints can be described and their effects measured in terms of

standard physical quantities. The equipment used in the experiments

reports the physical factors related to the use conditions (treadmill prop-

erties, external object properties, ear-protector properties, etc.), thereby

allowing use of similar parameters in future experiments. For Publica-

tion I, the grip was described by index-finger position on the back of the

device in centimeters from the display axes of the device. For that study,

I also used standard anthropometric measures of the subjects’ hand size.

For Publication II, the form factors of the external objects were fixed by

measurement in centimeters, standard weights were used (e.g., that of a

men’s basketball), and the tasks requiring “pushing” and “pulling” force

were measured and controlled in kilogram terms. Walking speed was var-

ied on a treadmill for Publication III. Accurate control of the speed was

achieved by means of a calibrated Woodway treadmill from the Exercise

and Sports Science Department of the University of Glasgow. Acceler-

ation magnitudes (in g) of the hand and body motions were measured

while participants were walking, with accelerometer readings measured

at 50 Hz frequency from the cell phone in the participant’s hand and from

a SHAKE SK7 sensor-pack accelerometer attached to the back of the col-

lar. In the study reported upon in Publication IV, sensory feedback was
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constrained by turning off active feedback from the mobile interface and

via physical blocking: audio feedback was constrained by ear protection,

visual by cardboard placed between user and interface, and tactile by a

layer of plastic foam placed over the input interface.

In the previous chapter, I gave a brief overview of the three threats

that Hornbæk (2013) describes to construct validity. In the context of

this thesis, the constructs are the causes of physical constraints in mobil-

ity described in the research questions (gripping of the device, walking

speed, manipulation of external objects, and constrained sensory feed-

back), and the conditions for these are the independent variables that

are operationalized in the experiments. Whether one is designing opera-

tionalization of independent variables or tasks, similar approaches can be

taken to address completeness, representativeness, and essential features

(Hornbæk, 2013).

The first approach applied, with publications I and III, is to vary the

level of the constraint. To cover the complete range of levels possible,

the work for Publication I was designed to be generalizable to all pos-

sible grips wherein the digits hold the device from the back. The index

finger’s position on the back of the device was varied from barely touch-

ing the back (leaving most of the thumb free to reach the screen) to a

position in which the index finger reaches the furthest possible position

away that still allows the thumb tip to touch the screen. The work for

Publication III varied walking speed from 0 km/h (standing still) to the

maximum walking speed of each participant. This was done by increas-

ing the speed of the treadmill incrementally until the participant began

running. Although the levels’ representativeness of real world walking

speeds or grips is not addressed, the models can be weighted appropri-

ately if a real-world distribution is known.

The other approach, used for publications II and IV, is to vary the con-

straint in several combinations of presence. This approach was taken

because even seemingly similar interface designs may require different

sensorimotor resources from the pool of the hand’s physical resources.

One way to aim for representativeness is to utilize, for example, tax-

onomies of users’ tasks or other knowledge of what the users tend or

want to do (Hornbæk, 2013). Time-use statistics were utilized in devel-

opment of the set of external objects used for Publication II with the aim

of representing daily multitasking situations involving physical objects

and also to cover the kinesiological conditions present in frequent manual
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constraints. Publication IV addresses the effects of limited feedback on

individual sensory modalities. All feedback that the interfaces actively or

passively provided (visual, audio, and tactile) was included in the condi-

tions in the experiment, and conditions with constrained feedback were

varied in all possible combinations, to reveal isolated effects and, for ex-

ample, synergies of certain sensory modalities.

Hornbæk (2013) reminds of the importance of using strong baselines.

Consistently with this, all the studies included a baseline condition wherein

the participants were not subjected to any physical constraints. For publi-

cations I and III, zero-level conditions were used for gripping and walking

(respectively, a grip near the edge that allows full thumb function and

standing still). For Publication II and Publication IV, the baseline condi-

tion simply did not impose any constraint (i.e., there was no manipulation

of external objects and was unlimited sensory feedback).

Finally, input performance was measured in simple, low-level tasks (Horn-

bæk, 2013). Input performance reflects the user’s motor skills. Learn-

ing can affect motor skills and, thereby, input performance. Because the

interest is in the hand’s sensorimotor input performance in common in-

put tasks and in the physical features of the interface designs, rather

than in any particular task or application, the studies described in this

thesis were designed to minimize the effect of learning, by utilizing low-

complexity input tasks. In all three studies that measured input perfor-

mance (see publications II, III, and IV), the low-complexity tasks included

discrete aimed movements. For Publication I, the task was simply to reach

the tip of the thumb as far as possible onto the touchscreen, for measure-

ment of its functional area. The work for Publication III measured input

performance as speed and freedom from errors in touchscreen target ac-

quisition tasks involving 25 crosshairs targets on the screen. For publi-

cations II and IV, participants typed text that was displayed on a com-

puter screen. Transcription was used because it loads the user’s cognitive

functions less than does generation of text and, accordingly, minimizes

the effects of non-physical factors. The phrases used were from a generic

phrase set utilized in previous HCI experiments. Input performance was

measured in terms of typing speed and error rate. Using low complexity

tasks, with training, and counterbalancing the order of the tasks reduced

the effects of learning in the results. Moreover, the studies described in

publications II and IV normalized the task performance, which further

reduces the effects of learning seen in the results.
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3.3 The Sub-studies

The dissertation incorporates write-ups of four studies of the effects of mo-

bility on manual mobile input. This section of the work briefly presents

the methodological details of the four analogue experiments, which in-

volve 1) gripping of the device, 2) walking, 3) manipulation of external

objects, and 4) sensory feedback. The original publications (I–IV) provide

more detailed discussion of the methods and analysis of results for each

experiment. The findings are presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Modeling the Functional Area of the Thumb on Mobile
Touchscreen Surfaces

The functional area of the thumb of the gripping hand on a mobile touch-

screen surface was modeled in Publication I. Gripping of the device con-

straints input, because it limits the movement of the fingers and other

parts of the hand. Functional area in this study refers to the continuous

area on the touchscreen surface that the thumb can extend to while the

hand is gripping the device. Interaction with any interface element falling

within this area is possible without a change in grip. The model can pre-

dict the thumb’s functional area, 1) informing the designer of where best

to place interface elements; 2) for adaptive interfaces that use on-device

grip-sensing; and 3) inversely, to predict the grips that can cover given

interface-element positions.

The quadratic equation that models the thumb’s functional area is de-

rived via analysis of the kinematics of the gripping hand. The model

yields a parabola for the extrema of thumb motion. Thumb motion on

a surface can be predicted from index-finger position, because the index

finger and the thumb are linked. The model predicts the functional area

for a given 1) surface size, 2) hand size, and 3) position and orientation of

the index finger at the back of the device.

Thumb-motion data were collected from 20 participants via a touch-

screen to allow us to 1) validate the quadratic form of the functional area

of the thumb by analyzing its fitness to the data, 2) find a normalization

parameter describing hand size for the model from eight anthropometric

hand measurements, and 3) model the coefficients describing the curva-

ture and the maxima of the quadratic model against index-finger position

on the back of the device.

The experiment followed a within-subject design wherein the value of
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index-finger tip position was manipulated in 11 increments while the

touchscreen tracked the trajectory of the thumb at the front. The dis-

tance of the index finger tip from the device’s edge was increased in 15

mm increments, from the nearest edge of the device to the greatest dis-

tance with which the tip of the thumb could still reach the screen. An

Interlink Electronics round force-sensing resistor (FSR) of 0.2-inch diam-

eter was placed every 15 mm along the back of the device. The first block,

indicating the nearest distance (0–15 mm), placed the center of the sensor

7.5 mm from the edge. The FSRs were powered by an Arduino Uno, rev. 3.

Also, analogue resistance was measured at the Arduino’s analogue input

pins and computer-logged via the Arduino serial port. The analogue force

values were scaled to 0–1023. Force of > 0 was required to indicate the

index finger as touching the correct position, and 10 kΩ resistance was

employed to ground the values. The order of approach (from nearest to

farthest end) was counterbalanced across subjects by rotation.

The user’s task was to extend the thumb’s reach as far as possible and

indicate the limits of the functional area with one continuous movement

toward the far edges of the device while keeping the tip of the index fin-

ger at the given sensor position on the back side of the device. This reach

task was performed with the right hand, and the orientation of the index

finger in relation to the edge of the device was kept constant (at a right

angle). An iPad Mini was used to track the thumb touches on the screen,

because this device has a wide enough screen (120 mm) for tracking of the

thumb’s full motion when the index finger is placed in the middle of the de-

vice’s back. This device is also lightweight and has a thin profile that does

not obstruct movement (7.2 mm thickness). The trajectory of the thumb

motion was shown on the screen during the task. Participants were al-

lowed four practice rounds for holding the index finger still and seeing

the touch trajectory on the screen. The experiment used as many as 11

tasks, depending on the greatest distance the participant could reach on

the screen.

This study answers to the first research question by building a model

that predicts the functional area of the thumb on a mobile touchscreen

from the user’s grip. Model fitness and prediction power were analyzed

from the results. The goodness of fit of the quadratic form to the raw

data was tested. More interesting, however, is the prediction power on

new data. Leave-one-out cross-validation was used to estimate prediction

error for new data. The model was trained on n - 1 (i.e., 19) observa-
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tions from the original sample of 160 thumb-reach trajectories and tested

against the rest of the sample. This operation was repeated such that

each observation in the sample was used exactly once in the test data.

Applicability of the model in practice was demonstrated with examples

and also tested in comparison to measurements of the thumb’s functional

area from Oulasvirta et al.’s study (2013).

3.3.2 The Effects of Manual Multitasking

Publication II analyzed multi-object manual performance and involved

construction of a test battery, the Manual Multitasking Test (MMT), with

12 conditions emulating the demands of everyday multitasking situations

that affect hand function in input. Input performance is affected if parts of

the hand that the interface design needs for input are allocated to external

motor performance. Thus, the interface design can also improve input

performance by utilizing resources that are not physically constrained by

mobility.

The 12 conditions of this study featured various external object manip-

ulations. This test allows experimenters to uncover the effects of a given

interface design on flexibility for performance of input when some of the

motor resources of the hands are constrained because of manipulation of

external objects.

The conditions were derived from statistics on time use, with an aim

of emulating kinesiological constraints frequent in everyday activities.

The test addresses the following constraining factors: use with the non-

preferred hand; reservation of a whole hand for something else; reserva-

tion of various parts of a hand; application of force in two directions si-

multaneously; fixed finger position; fixed index finger-to-thumb distance;

restricted movement of the shoulder, elbow, and wrist; and protrusion of

an object into the functional space of the thumb in input.

Twelve students from a local technical university participated in the

experiment. Three input devices for text entry on a mobile device were

compared: touchpad QWERTY, QWERTY with stylus, and physical QW-

ERTY, all on a Nokia N900 device. The experiment followed a 12 × 3

within-subject design with the MMT condition (an external object manip-

ulation) as the first factor and input device as the second. The order of

the two was counterbalanced, via reversal for MMT conditions and by

rotation for interfaces. Every subject completed 36 trials. The main de-

pendent variable was the number of correctly transcribed letters in 30
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seconds.

The experiment was an analogue experiment. In all conditions, users

were standing still in a lab room. The following specifics apply to the

external object manipulations in this study. Two conditions wherein a

rail was pushed or pulled used a 2.5-centimeter-thick, 80-centimeter-long

wooden rail, such that the hands were at least 8 cm apart. The rail was

positioned 1 m above the floor, and the user had to keep it constant in the

range of 3–3.5 kg of force, measured with a digital fish scale. The rest

of the conditions utilized standard objects, including a standard pair of

plastic-handled scissors designed for paper, with a piece of paper placed

between the blades such that the shortest distance between the ends of

the handles (between index finger and thumb) had to be 5 cm in order

that the piece of paper not be cut; a size-7 (men’s) NBA basketball, to

be held under the arm without being dropped; a pack of cigarettes and a

pen to be held in the hand; and a MacBook trackpad’s button, positioned

vertically and required to remain depressed.

The experimental task was text transcription: entry of a text shown

on a computer display for 30 seconds. In every trial, five sentences were

presented on the display, taken from a set of 500 sentences translated

by Isokoski and Linden (2004) into Finnish from the set of MacKenzie

and Soukoreff (2003). No punctuation marks, other special characters,

or uppercase letters were used. The Nokia N900’s Notes application was

utilized for recording. Subjects were first trained to use each keypad and

told to find a way to use them that “feels natural”. They were told to hold

the device with just the hands; it was not to be placed on the lap or on

the table, except when the condition required this. Users were given an

opportunity to practice with each external object manipulation condition.

Again, three attempts were allowed.

This study answers to the second research question by comparing alter-

native interface designs in compensating for the effects of manipulation

of external objects. To address the flexibility of the interface design, a

“manual multitasking index” (MMI) was calculated, as the ratio of the

average performance shown under the constraints to unconstrained base-

line performance (that is, MMI = avg. performance in constrained con-

ditions / avg. baseline performance). Moreover, the experiments were

video-recorded, for identification of design factors from the interfaces that

contribute to input performance under certain external object manipula-

tion conditions.
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3.3.3 The Effects of Walking Speed on Target Acquisition on a
Touchscreen Interface

Publication III models the quantitative relationship between walking speed

and input performance in a walking-speed–interaction tradeoff function.

Walking affects input performance, because movements of the body and

activation of muscles of the body influence the motor performance of the

hand. The tradeoff function built in this study can be utilized in examin-

ing how a change in walking speed affects interaction and vice versa, and

also to find local optima in the tradeoff.

Twenty university students participated in the experiment. The experi-

ment used a within-subject design with treadmill velocity as an indepen-

dent variable. A calibrated Woodway treadmill was used to control the

velocity of walking. Velocity was manipulated in steps of 0.6 km/h, from

0 km/h to the fastest walking speed that each user felt to be safe and

comfortable. One trial was conducted with each of these increments. The

fastest speed ranged from 3.6 km/h to 7.2 km/h. The order of conditions

was counterbalanced. The dependent variables were target-selection time

and accuracy of selection.

In addition to velocity, each participant’s preferred walking speed (PWS)

was measured in a condition of only walking and also while the subject

was interacting with a mobile device. The PWS metric has been widely

applied in mobile HCI studies that involve walking, both as an indepen-

dent variable and as a dependent one. For determination of individual

PWS values, participants were asked to think about their normal walking

speed when heading, for example, to school or the store and were asked to

instruct the experimenter to increase or decrease the speed of the tread-

mill until this speed was reached. The PWS value for interaction was

determined similarly, with participants being requested to think about

the speed they would normally walk if simultaneously interacting with

a touchscreen device. Hand and body oscillation were recorded with ac-

celerometers attached to the user’s body. The phone’s internal accelerome-

ter measured the oscillation of the non-dominant hand holding the device.

Also, a SHAKE SK7 sensor pack’s accelerometer measured body oscilla-

tion with a 50 Hz sampling rate from the back of the neck. The frequency

of gait (cadence) was calculated from recorded oscillations. Amplitudes of

the body and hand oscillations were calculated as standard deviations of

average vertical acceleration. The SHAKE sensor pack was connected to
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the phone via Bluetooth and all data were logged on device. The safety

features of the treadmill were introduced first, and brief training in walk-

ing on the treadmill was given. Before each trial, participants were given

time to adjust to the trial’s walking velocity so that they felt comfortable

and safe.

The task was to select crosshairs targets appearing on the touchscreen

as quickly and accurately as possible. The device was held in the non-

dominant hand and targets selected with the dominant index finger. Twenty-

five targets were equally spaced on a five-by-five grid, with one below this

being the start position for each selection event. Targets were displayed

one at a time, and the finger had to be returned to the starting position af-

ter each selection. In all, 50 targets were presented per condition. The or-

der and timing of target presentations were randomized, the latter within

a 0.5–1.5-second inter-target interval. The inter-target interval was ran-

domized to prevent participants from adapting to a rhythm between ca-

dence and target selections. Target acquisition tasks were all conducted

on an HTC Nexus One Android phone with a 3.7-inch, 480 × 800 pixel

touchscreen. The experimental software recorded target onset and se-

lection times (in milliseconds), along with selection accuracy in terms of

pixel coordinates. Training in the selection task was given with the sub-

ject standing still.

This study answers to the third research question by modeling the trade-

off between walking speed and mobile touchscreen target acquisition per-

formance. Target-selection accuracy was the focus of the analysis because

selection times were roughly constant over the velocity conditions. To en-

able comparison between participants, accuracy was normalized by divi-

sion of the accuracy in each velocity condition by the participant’s baseline

performance (accuracy while standing still). For assessment of the effect

of PWS, the data were grouped into eight 20% intervals, ranging from 0%

to 160% of PWS. Correlation of target-selection accuracy with both hand

and body oscillation was analyzed also.

3.3.4 Multimodal Flexibility

Publication IV analyzed multimodal performance and operationalized the

multimodal flexibility index (MFI) of an interactive task as the average

of performance changes measured over conditions in which the feedback

addressing the sensory modalities to be studied is constrained. Input per-

formance is affected if the sensory modalities that the interface design
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needs for input are constrained. Thus, the interface design can also im-

prove input performance by providing feedback via the sensory modalities

that are not constrained by mobility. Accordingly, MFI denotes user abil-

ity to reach high input performance despite receiving constrained sensory

feedback. This method allows experimenters to expose the effects of the

interface design on users’ flexibility to perform input when some of the

feedback through sensory modalities is constrained.

The experimental process to calculate MFI can be utilized for examining

any sensory modalities, but the focus in this study was on the feedback via

the three sensory modalities that the interface actively provided: visual,

audio, and tactile feedback. The design of the experiment removed the

feedback from the interaction one type by one and in all other combina-

tions, to examine the effect of individual sensory modalities but also how

they function together – for example, synergistically.

Twelve people were recruited for the experiment for comparison of three

text-input interface designs that nominally engage the same sensory modal-

ities: the touchscreen QWERTY keypad of the Nokia XpressMusic 5800,

the 12-key telephone keypad of the Nokia E75, and the physical QWERTY

keyboard of the Nokia E75. The experiment employed an 8 × 3 within-

subject design with blocking combinations as the first factor and input

interface as the second. In total, there were eight modality conditions

with respect to constrained feedback: no feedback, audio, tactile, visual,

audio+tactile, audio+visual, tactile+visual, and all (audio+tactile+visual).

Two trials were performed with each condition, so every subject completed

48 trials. The order of the two factors was counterbalanced, via reversal

for blockings and rotation for interfaces.

The experiment was an analogue experiment. In all conditions, the

users were sitting in a lab room. The following specifics apply to the con-

straints to sensory feedback in this study. To constrain the vision, a piece

of cardboard was placed under the subject’s chin. The keyboard of the

computer was covered with cardboard so that the subject could not check

the QWERTY layout from it. Hearing was blocked by turning off of the

key-press sounds, and hearing protectors (Peltor Optime H520) were em-

ployed to eliminate the feedback of the natural mechanical sounds. A thin

layer of plastic foam was used on the keypads that effectively blocked most

tactile feedback; in the case of the touchscreen mobile device, the tactile

feedback feature was turned off in addition.

The experimental task was the same transcription task as in Publication
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II, with the same phrase set and formatting, and with the transcribed text

logged to the cell phones. With the XpressMusic 5800, we used the touch-

pad QWERTY interface with horizontal layout. Levels of tactile feedback

and key-press sounds were set to “high”. With the E75, the physical QW-

ERTY keyboard and ITU-12 (The ITU E.161 12-key) keypad were used

with loud key-press sounds. The default audio and tactile feedback of

these devices were used. Subjects were trained to use each keypad via

a three-task training set. Before every condition of constrained sensory

feedback, the participant were given a chance to practice with the block-

ing. When they were ready, the moderator made the set of sentences visi-

ble. After 30 seconds, a red indicator flashed to mark the end of time.

This study answers to the fourth research question by comparing al-

ternative interface designs in their compensation for the effects of con-

straints to sensory feedback. To address the flexibility of an interface

design, the MFI was calculated (again as a ratio of average performance

under the constraints to unconstrained baseline performance). Moreover,

the dependence of input performance on each sensory modality tested was

calculated, as the average of performance changes when a given type of

feedback was made available relative to corresponding conditions wherein

that feedback was not present. These “dependence values” can be used in

analysis of how important a particular sensory modality is in performing

input with a certain interface design.
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Physical constraints emerging from mobility can be emulated in controlled

analogue experiments for highly precise examination of their effect on mo-

bile input. With this approach, the physical constraints can be systemat-

ically varied, with multiple condition levels and in various condition com-

binations. Using standard physical quantities in addressing these varia-

tions allows the demonstrated effects of mobility to be utilized in compar-

ison between mobile interface designs and in extrapolation to instances of

mobile input performance not directly examined.

The previous chapter presented the four studies covered in this thesis on

the effects of mobility on input involving physical constraints. This chap-

ter presents the findings of each study as related to the research questions

considered in the previous chapter.

4.1 Modeling the Functional Area of the Thumb

To demonstrate how gripping of the mobile device affects the functional

area of the thumb of the same hand on a touchscreen surface, I propose the

predictive model presented in Publication I. The model for the functional

area of the thumb predicts the reachable interface elements on a mobile

touchscreen as a function of grip, hand size, and screen size.

The model needs an input parameter to describe the grip, the distance

of the index finger from the edge, and a parameter for hand size, and it

returns a parabola that describes the limits of the functional area. The

model takes the index finger tip’s position on the back of the device to de-

scribe the grip. The model assumes that the index finger used as a refer-

ence for the grip is fully extended. Therefore, the prediction of the thumb’s

functional area is conservative: if the index finger is not extended, the real

area lies somewhere within the predicted one.
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Examples demonstrate the applicability of the model in prediction of the

functional area of the thumb for design purposes. The functional area can

be illustrated in relation to the device if the hand’s orientation is known,

along with grip position along the edge of the device. The model can then

be used to 1) predict the functional area for a specific device and grip and

2) evaluate an interface layout for its grip coverage. Bimanual cases can

be analyzed as well, if each hand is modeled separately.

Regardless of its simple form, the model can yield a good fit. With tra-

jectories collected from 20 participants, it was able to predict the area

reachable by the thumb with a grip reported upon in a previous study

(Oulasvirta et al., 2013). Cross validation suggests the error level related

to fingertip size: the mean R2 for the model estimation was 0.6799, and

the root mean squared error describing the estimated error of the model

at the actual distance in millimeters was, on average, 16.024 mm (i.e.,

an RMSE approximately equal to the width of the tip of an adult’s index

finger). This prediction accuracy is sufficient for interfaces with medium-

sized and large elements, but more work is needed to cover smaller ele-

ments, especially close to the limits of the functional area. With a larger

sample of hands, the model’s coefficient values could be further adjusted,

and a broader sample of device form factors could allow the model to be ex-

tended to account better for the thickness of the device and, for example,

thumb functional area on curved screens.

This model shows that gripping the mobile device affects the functional

area of the thumb of the same hand on a touchscreen surface. Defining

the grip in terms of the two-dimensional position of the index finger tip on

the back and the index finger’s orientation in relation to the device allows

determination of the functional area of the thumb at a level that would

be infeasible with locally specified grips or from description of the grip in

only one dimension. Moreover, the model demonstrates that controlling

the grip systematically over multiple condition levels allows prediction

of mobile input performance also for conditions not directly considered.

The model contributes to interface design in its ability to inform interface

layout without user experiments.

4.2 Comparing Interface Designs in Manual Multitasking

To evaluate how interface design affects input performance when the user

manipulates external objects, I propose the Manual Multitasking Test as
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presented in Publication II. It allows experimenters to uncover the effects

of the interface design on users’ flexibility to perform input when some of

the motor resources of the hands are constrained through manipulation

of external objects.

The manual multitasking index addresses an interface design’s flexi-

bility for performance while the user manipulates external objects. The

most surprising of the findings from comparison of three text-input in-

terfaces was that touchpad QWERTY input performed best in MMI score

although it was the interface with the worst performance in the uncon-

strained condition. This indicates that it suffered less with simultane-

ous manipulation of external objects. The average performance drop over

the constrained conditions relative to the baseline for touchpad QWERTY

was only a little over 20%, whereas the drop for QWERTY with stylus was

about 40%. These two interfaces showed equal input performance in the

unconstrained condition.

The strength of the MMT is that the conditions are systematically ma-

nipulated. This helps the experimenter to draw attention to factors that

would not otherwise be considered. Analyses of the video recordings from

the experiment revealed design factors in the interfaces that contributed

to input performance under certain external object manipulation condi-

tions. The results suggest, for instance, that an interface’s requirement to

apply force impairs performance in conditions that demand force simulta-

neously elsewhere. This might be one reason for the better performance

seen for touchpad QWERTY: it does not need force for pressing of physical

buttons.

The results suggest that none of the three interfaces tested is superior

in all external object manipulation conditions. All interface designs show

both positive and negative outcomes across various external object ma-

nipulation conditions. The study also provides positive indications for

sensitivity. Each of the 12 MMT conditions was effective; at least one

significant cost was found across the input interfaces tested. Moreover,

observed effects suggest that performance with manual constraints is not

trivially predicted by unconstrained performance. Although the 12 exter-

nal object manipulation conditions show sensitivity and ability to reveal

surprising effects, it is likely that more conditions are needed. However,

this set of tasks can serve as a starting point for comparison of the perfor-

mance of individual interface designs in manual multitasking conditions.

The findings show that the interface design affects input performance
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when the user manipulates external objects. The test involving 12 exter-

nal objects revealed significant differences among the text-input interface

designs compared. Moreover, with the MMT conditions, it is possible to

identify resources that are important for certain designs, such as the force

from the fingertips for pressing physical buttons. The method developed

contributes to the evaluation of interfaces, in that it allows comparison

of designs by offering replicable conditions and can inform of potential

avenues for improving a design.

4.3 Studying the Effects of Walking Speed

To demonstrate how walking speed affects input performance with a mo-

bile touchscreen, I present a function describing a tradeoff between walk-

ing speed and target-acquisition performance, in Publication III.

The results show that walking always affects input performance nega-

tively, even at very low speeds. In comparison to standing still, accuracy

decreases 11% when the user is walking at just 20–40% of the preferred

walking speed. From there, performance decreases slowly from 30% of

PWS to 90% of PWS. The mean accuracy at 90% of PWS is significantly

worse than at 30% of PWS. The results suggest that, although there is

a trend of slight decline, target-selection performance remains relatively

stable (in comparison to that at other speeds) when the walking speed is

in the range of about 40 to 80% of PWS. The accelerometer data show

that the oscillation amplitude of the non-dominant hand holding the de-

vice is not stable across these speeds; it increases. This suggests that the

inputting hand (the dominant hand) is able to compensate for the effects

of walking within this speed range. A larger sample and accelerometer

data also from the dominant hand could further increase understanding

of the performance within this range. The data show that target-selection

accuracy deteriorates in relation to hand oscillation. At an oscillation am-

plitude of 1.2 g, input performance was better than at the weaker and

the stronger amplitudes both. This finding indicates that users were able

to aim the hand relatively accurately at this amplitude as compared to

other hand oscillation amplitudes. To associate this optimal point back

with walking speed, a linear trend was fitted (R2 = 0.767) between hand-

oscillation amplitude and PWS. This trend suggests that the optimum for

selection accuracy is found at 74% of PWS, which coincides with the speed

(76% of PWS) that the participants themselves identified as their pre-
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ferred walking speed while interacting. In addition to a larger sample, it

would be important to replicate the experiment for this study with other

tasks, such as one-handed thumb input, and with alternative input in-

terfaces. The findings show that walking speed affects target-acquisition

performance with a mobile touchscreen. A function describing the tradeoff

between walking speed and input performance demonstrates that, while

walking hampers input performance, users can adjust, selecting a walk-

ing speed that is optimal for mobile interaction.

4.4 Comparing Interface Designs’ Multimodal Flexibility

To evaluate how input interface design affects input performance when

feedback for sensory modalities is constrained, I propose the method pre-

sented in Publication IV. The Multimodal Flexibility Index allows exper-

imenters to compare the effects of individual interface design choices on

users’ flexibility to perform input when feedback for sensory modalities is

limited.

Of the three interfaces compared, the ITU-12 design performed best in

MFI score (i.e., for the average under the constraints in comparison to

unconstrained baseline performance) although it performed worst in the

baseline condition, wherein the physical QWERTY design performed best.

The method of aiming to constrain all of the feedback can, however, have

drawbacks in that not all secondary tasks require full allocation of all

of the relevant sensory modalities. The indices of this method treat all

modalities equally. Therefore, it would be important to aim to weight the

scores accordingly or at least constrain all examined modalities equally.

The dependence values were used in analysis of each modality’s impor-

tance in text input performance with the three interfaces. These val-

ues were above 0.50 for all three interfaces, suggesting that these are

vision-dependent. However, ITU-12 showed the least dependence on vi-

sion. This might be because there are fewer keys than in QWERTY key-

boards, where inferring the buttons in the middle part of the keyboard is

more difficult with only tactile feedback available. The finding that tac-

tile feedback was more important in ITU-12 input than for the other two

interfaces supports this observation.

Combination of available sensory modalities too was analyzed from the

performance scores. The dependence values show that audio feedback

was not influential in the performance of any of the three interfaces, and
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adding another sensory modality did not change this. Because audio feed-

back was not shown to have an influence, only the combining of tactile and

visual feedback was analyzed. With averaging over the three interfaces,

synergy was found between tactition and vision: the performance scores

when both of these modalities were available exceeded the sum of the two

single modality conditions.

These findings show that input interface design affects input perfor-

mance when feedback for sensory modalities is constrained. The MFI and

dependence values reveal significant differences between the text-input

interface designs considered and in the individual sensory modalities’ im-

portance. With the aid of modality conditions, it is possible to identify

sensory feedback types that are important for certain designs, such as

tactile feedback for small physical ITU-12 and vision for QWERTY key-

boards. Moreover, combinations of sensory modalities can be analyzed in

the tasks studied, as with the aforementioned synergy between vision and

tactition. Finally, this method can contribute to the evaluation of inter-

faces, since it allows proper comparison of designs, thanks to replicable

conditions, and can point to potential avenues for design improvements.
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Mobile interfaces are designed for interaction while the user is on the

move across mobile contexts. Understanding the effects of mobility is im-

portant because there is potential for interface design that compensates

for them. Previous work has shown that mobility decreases the input per-

formance with a mobile interface. However, the exact causes of declines

in performance have often remained unclear and, with them, possible av-

enues for compensation.

This dissertation has contributed to mobile HCI research via examina-

tion of the effects of four causes of physical constraints in mobility: 1)

gripping of the device, 2) walking, 3) manipulation of external objects,

and 4) sensory feedback.

5.1 Implications of the Research

In line with earlier research into mobile HCI, my findings show that most

effects of mobility on manual mobile input are negative. However, the

findings go further, complementing previous work by revealing unaffected

sensory and motor resources of the user in certain conditions of physical

constraints. The effects of mobility through the four physical constraints

studied here were examined by means of systematic variation of the con-

straints in controlled experiments. Two of the studies illuminated how

input performance depended on the level of the physical constraint, and

two others revealed how input depended on the interface design in various

constraint combinations.

The previous chapter presented findings about how gripping of the de-

vice or walking affects manual mobile input and on how the interface de-

sign affects input when the user is manipulating external objects or the

sensory feedback is constrained. The main finding related to the effects
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of gripping the device was that the functional area of the thumb on a mo-

bile touchscreen surface can be predicted when the effect is modeled by

systematically varying the grip described in two dimensions in relation

to the device. The model can inform interface design of where to place

interactive elements. The main finding on effects of walking on input was

that, although target acquisition performance with a touchscreen inter-

face decreases as walking speed rises, this tradeoff is compensated for

at an optimal walking speed. I was able to examine this relationship by

systematically varying the walking speed and assessing hand oscillation.

The main finding related to effects of interface design on manual flexibil-

ity in multitasking and on multimodal flexibility was that the interfaces

performing worst in unconstrained, static conditions did best, on average,

when these physical constraints were introduced. Moreover, the studies

on manual flexibility and multimodal flexibility revealed design factors

that offset negative effects of mobility. The methods utilized contribute to

the evaluation of interfaces by allowing design comparison with replica-

ble conditions and demonstrating potential to reveal possible avenues for

design improvements.

There are practical implications of this work for interface evaluation and

design. The studies propose models that allow predicting mobile input

performance also for conditions not directly studied, along with methods

that allow comparison of interface designs for their effects on input under

the constraints. The physical conditions and systematic variation make

the experiments replicable. Applying the methods and models employed

is low-cost and requires only a little time. Moreover, their use in evalua-

tion and design does not require prior knowledge of sensory modalities or

motor control.

5.2 Limitations

All the experiments were conducted as analogue experiments in labora-

tory settings. Physical constraints of this sort are well suited to analogue

experiments, allowing high precision and control. Although internal va-

lidity and even construct validity (Hornbæk, 2013; McGrath, 1995) can

gain from the methodology utilized in the experiments for this thesis, the

results’ external validity cannot be addressed without augmentation with

field experiments or studies in natural settings (Oulasvirta, 2012).

All of the methods applied in the studies covered by this thesis focus on
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effects of short-term constraining. However, the effects of sustained con-

straint could be studied, to reveal such elements as the strain and fatigue

that the constraint and input performance together cause. Furthermore,

sustained constraint could add realism with some of the constraints stud-

ied. On the other hand, some constraints, such as limits to sensory feed-

back, can be “time-shared” in shorter intervals in the real world, whereas

in my studies the feedback was constrained throughout the input perfor-

mance.

In addition to physical constraints emerging from mobility, user-specific

limitations to physical functioning – caused by an injury, for instance – af-

fect input performance. The participants in the user studies for this thesis

were all healthy adults, with hands capable of normal physical function-

ing. Accordingly, the results, as they stand, are not generalizable to users

with limited physical functioning. The methods utilized for publications II

and IV are, however, applicable also to interfaces used with limited hand

function, and the results of the interface comparisons may, in fact, reflect

use with limits to hand function (Publication II) or limited sensory func-

tioning (Publication IV). Moreover, the anthropometric features and the

ranges of motions enabled by the joints of the hand and fingers constrain

hand function and motor performance. These features still vary with the

individual, and there is no “average hand” available for research. There-

fore, the anthropometric distribution of the users’ hands is presented in

Publication I, and the model can be applied for any hand size, taking the

target user’s hand size as input for prediction of the thumb’s functional

area on a touchscreen.

5.3 Future Research

In this thesis, the physical constraints were examined through varying

of their level for modeling or via variation in their presence in combina-

tions of conditions for comparison of interface designs. To develop the

proposed models and methods further, the approach varying the levels

applied in the studies of gripping and walking could be applied to exam-

ine manual multitasking and sensory feedback, while studies of walking

and gripping could be extended with introduction of combinations of con-

straints. The effects of grip and walking speed on input were studied with

specific, set interfaces, while the effects of manipulating external objects

and of constrained sensory feedback on input were studied at the level of
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individual scenarios as the presence of constraints was manipulated with

three distinct interface designs. In future work, the sensory feedback and

the external objects’ mass and form factors, for instance, could be varied

incrementally, for in-depth examination of these constraints’ effect. Simi-

larly, the effects of gripping of the device and the effects of walking speed

could be examined with multiple interface designs, to reveal how design

affects input performance and how it could possibly compensate for the

negative effects of the various constraining conditions.

The interplay of the physical constraints examined also calls for further

study. Adding more constraints to the scope of the studies for this thesis

would have yielded overly complicated experiments, requiring analysis of

the tradeoffs under not one but two physical constraints. However, vari-

ous constraints often occur simultaneously in mobile contexts, and their

interplay can be important for mobile input performance, especially if the

constraints have a greater than additive effect or, on the other hand, the

available motor resources of the user can be synergistic in performance.

Moreover, the range of constraints considered could be extended with at-

tentional factors.

Finally, the knowledge generated here on the effects of mobility on in-

put could be utilized in interface optimization. All four studies revealed

optimal or unused sensory and motor resources of the users with certain

interface designs, and under certain constraints. Taking these in combi-

nation and examining their interplay could inform work to optimize mo-

bile manual input interfaces.

Optimization of user interfaces based on human hand function would

also be an interesting avenue for a larger research in HCI beyond mobile

input. Modeling hand function could aid in optimizing the information

transmission of user interfaces manipulated with hands. The methodol-

ogy of controlled analogue experiments and approach from physical con-

straints presented in this work could be adapted to examine hand function

for manual interaction also above touch surfaces, for mid-air gestures.

Furthermore, instead of physical interfaces and also related to mid-air

gestures, future opportunities exist for studying hand function in manip-

ulation of virtual objects.
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